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·ROAD TRIP 
President says those 
;who trytampering 
with flags are. vandals 
~EN BAIRD 
Senior Staff Writer 
Computer 
science major 
.Daniel 
Holbert steps 
to the micat 
theopen · 
forum in the 
Student 
Union on 
· Tuesday. 
aculty member'" 
one of the 
American~ y mStaned in 
campus clas~ms, eve,n tem-
porarily, will ye · ty of vandal-
ism, UCF ·dent John Hitt 
said Tuesday, though he isn't 
sure what f e punishment 
would be. 
Hitt's co ents came at a 
quarterly Q n foruni during 
·which he anti other . campus 
administr8J!Qrs heard ques-
tions and comments from stu-
dents. The event, before a 
close-to-capaqity audience in 
the Student Up.ion's Key West 
Room, ran ntmlY 30 minutes 
past its scllEiduled hour-long 
limit as stuqents lined up to 
speak their 'ininds ~d oth-
ers looked . 
Hitt's staltement clarifies 
a concel'.$ lingering .since 
fiagB startea to be installed 
in' cla8s ms last week 
The flagB, paid for by dona-
tions to ~ student group 
Rebuilrupg · on a 
Couse · e Kornerstone, 
or R ' sparked' a: ron- . 
trovers mid-summer 
. . having the . nt Government . 
· when§up proposed 
Association fup.d the proj .. ., When the SGA. 
Senate refused, ROCKrru.s'e4rooney elsewhere 
to buy the fl3gs, and a suppodWe UCF adminis-
tration agreed to hangthem at no cost. . · 
_ Opponents of the display, inpluding some UCF 
instructors, have tbreatened _t1lemove or rover 
the fiagB once they were install . 
Issues. raised during the fo rangBd from the 
flag debate fo compiaints fro · embers of .the 
Marching Krugh.ts, who 
said 
Huddles~on 
they were being forced to surrender 
rehearsal time - whic.!l counts as 
class' time for which the_y pay a per-
credit-hour fee.- so as n.ot to disrupt 
outdoor football practices nearby. 
Hitt :fielded most of the concerns, 
though he was joined at ·fue forum by 
Vioo Presidents. Terry Hickey, Dan 
Holsenbeck, Tom Huddleston and 
William Merck 
S~dents on J:l,and represented a 
mix of campus groups, including 
Greeks, student government repre-
sentatives, Pro~ssive Council mem,. 1 
bers, and a smattering of students 
unaffiliated with organized groups. 
The forum, scheduled to start at 1 
11:30 a.m., began late and ended 
around 1 p.m. 
The first issue thrown at Hitt came 
in the form of a longspeech read from 
notes, a.reusing Hitt of partpering the 
school with war-hungry defense con-
tractors l:!Ild the Walt Disney Co., 
which the student .speaker said has 
unfair labor practices. 
"I do d~ you war profiteers," 
said junior Robert Coffman. He por-
. trayed a number of companies, includ-
ing the defense contractor Lockheed 
Martin and. the Naval Under-Water 
Warfare Center, as undesirable 
employers whose participation in the 
UCF Career Expo reflects a ''you-
scratch-my-baek, I'll-scratch-yours" 
relationsrnp with t.JCF. 
Hitt replied that he saw po prob-
lems with UCF's corporate partners, 
and promptty thanked the student for 
· bringing forth his concerns. 1 
The president professed ignorance 
when confronted with a concern by 
former SGA senator Marcus Gould, 
who said UCFs zero-tolerance drugpolicyfor residents of 
. on-campus housing is unfair' and dangerous. 
"You really caught me ' unaware," Hitt said, adding 
that he was not fa:miliar with the policy's terins, or how 
it reads in the UCF housing oontract. The policy, which · 
formerly gave officials some, discretion. in deciding 
whether to boot residents caught with illegal drug'S, was 
chaiigOO this fall to a.no-second~hances policy. Now, any 
stUdent found ~ty of possessing illegal drugs will aut<r 
PLEASE SEE H ITI ON A2 
UCF gradS win global trips 
' ' 
AMY CASSELL 
Staff Writer 
Game show history was attempted on 
Sunday night, when the WB and Pepsi 
teamed up to broadcast "Play for a. 
Billion," on which a chimpanzee named 
Mr. Moneybags was the only thing 
between contest,ants and a $1 billion 
prize. 
The showwas broadcast from a sound 
stage at Umversal Studios ill Orlando, and 
in order to win one billion dollars, ten . 
finalists from one thousand randomly chcr · 
sen contestants had to write down ·a 6-
digit number, and the winner was the one 
who matched their number with the 6 digit· 
randomly picked from contest entries. To 
enter the contest, pe'"ople had to subinit a 
· code found on Pepsi products, thtough 
Web site, to be part of the pool. cap.didates 
who could get picked for the show. ' 
Other small ·side contests took place 
during the broadcast, where prizes won 
inclllded a vacation home, a new car, prize 
mone , and a' trip around the world. Two 
UCF graduates actually won a major prize 
during the broadcast. 
Christina Bo~os, 25, and Jen Sicard, 
22, both UCF graduates, won a trip 
around the w0rld by learning five facts 
each about the 191 countries. The pair 
also won $4,600 in prize money. 
. I 
verse Acts 2:38 to generate his pumber, by 
droppuig the S in acts and conv~rting it to 
numbers on a telephone keypad. 
"If Bay or any other contestant would 
have guessed the numbers in the sarrie 
sequence as the chimp, he or she would. 
have won $1 billion, which would have 
been the largest jackpot given away in · 
g'ame show history. . . 
There were complaints that the odds of 
winning such a large prize in this type of 
contest were ridiculous, but actually, the 
odds· were 1;-in-1,000 that any contestant 
of the 1,000 person pool would get the 
prize. Tpese odds are better than the odds 
of any state lottery, which are usually one 
· out of millions. 
Fo9tball heads nortli Saturday. 
What happens when fans follow? 
-:-SEE LIFESTYLES, A9 
, . ANGELA KATSARELIS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ··' 
Counselor Megan Greene and and psychologist Andrew Blair host weekly 
meetings to help stu~ents overcome the problems gays face. 
Gajrsupport 
group combats 
fears,· hatred 
MATT H~DGECOCK 
Staff Writer 
In order to COfl?.bat (liscrimination and help those with alter~ 
native lifestyles to cope with problems, the Gay, Lesbian and 
Bisexual Student Union offers "In, Out and In Between" every . 
Monday. The cdunseling session focuses on providing a P<>si-
tive, atmosphere for students with problems related to sexual 
identity. 
The group is coordinated by Megan Greene, a specialist in 
student counseling, and 
Andrew Blair, a psycholo- ' 
gist. ' 
"It's a.place to talk about 
whatever issues they might 
have to talk about ... sort of · 
create a safe place for them 
to do tbat wheth~r they are 
gay or lesbian or bisexual or 
not identified .. ·. just sort of 
"in-between," as we call it," 
. Blaiq said. He· added that the 
group is open-ended, and 
willingto discuss any issue a 
student may have, related to 
campus or otherwise. 
According to Blair, ·the 
most common problem that 
faces alternatiye lifestyle 
'"You don't 
necessarily 
have to share 
or talk, you 
can just 
listen." 
-MEGAN .GREENE 
STUDENT COUNSELOR 
students is how to deal with their family. '1 think that [dealing. 
with family] is a large issue. I don't J;hink it maybe is the 
biggest, but it's certainly one that 'students might struggiewith ·• 
· the most," Blaii said. He then add,ed that the most pressing 
issue is with students who do not feel safe on campus. 
UCF has had issues with hate crimes against homosexuals 
in the past. On.Jan. 13, students HeathFr~and Carlos Smith' 
were attacked by Eduardo Mongio while heading to a birthday' 
party.However, Mongiowas not, andis not, a UCF student, and 
the' incident was referred to by Sgt. Troy Williamson of the 
UCF ·Police department as "an uncommon occurrenoo." 
However, more common forms of discrimination such as •ver-
bal slurs often go unreported. 
Blair said th~ degree of areeptance fOr homosexuals at 
UCF is diliicult to pinpoint. ' 
'1 guess that would dei}end on wh.oyou'd ask," he said. "If _ 
you ask the administrators, theyll give you qne view. If you ask 
the students on the end of any kind of harassment or violence, 
th~y'd say something else ... teachers may ~ave another view 
PLEASE SEE UCF ON AS 
, number randomly selected. In order to 
make sure that the selection process was 
completely random, Mr. Moneybags, the 
chimpanzee, selected the numbers hi.J;n-
.self. 
The one 
.Rick Bay; a 42-year old teacher from 
West Virginia was the grand-prize winner, 
taking home $1 million. Bay's number 
came just two digits from the number Mr. · 
Moneybags picked; the conte!ltant with 
the closest combination to Mr. Moneybags 
Television stars Drew · Carey, Jamie 
Kennedy and Vanessa Robinson Peete 
hosted the show. If rating'S come back as 
high as e}{pected, the WB and Pepsi are 
consid~ring doing another run of the con-
test in the near future. , 
NATALIE RODRIGUEZ/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FOTURE 
Danny Cardona and Mary Ann Heraux, Hispanic Awareness Month committee members, dance 
to-the music of"Revelacion," a Mexican band, at the month's kickoff event Tuesday in the Union. -
ousand contestants were 1 took the top prize. Bay used the biblical 
.I 
Around Campus 
Wanted man in UCF area . 
Police around the state are look-
·. ing for Daryl TiWon Fbrd, 26. 
"'Iiwon," as he goos by, ~as been in 
the UCF area since August and is 
wanted on a probation violation. If 
you know his whereabou~s. you can 
be eligible for up to $1,000 reward 
by calling Crime· Line at 407~ 
TIPS. Fbr a· description go to 
http/';j>olice.ucf.edu'CrimeAlerthtml 
Delta Upsilon fraternity gets award 
The UCF chapter of , Delta 
~Upsilon fraternity received several 
awards including ''Outstanding 
' .Membership ··Education," 
"Outstanding Recruittnen.t 
Achievement" and "Outstanding 
Human Service" at the 2003 Delta· 
Upsilon Leadership InSti.tute. held 
July 31-Aug. 3 in Norfolk, Vcl.. 
More than 250 Delta Upsilon 
brothers from 80' oollege campuses · 
were present at the event, which 
included seminars, volunteering in 
. the Norfolk oommunity and frater-
ntty policy discussion. 
NASA tour for publicadmin majors 
The Fliture Public 
.AdminIBtrators has arrangBd. for a . 
··free ''behind the scenes" tour with 
NASA administrators at Kennedy . 
Space Center from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Friday. The tour i.S open to all public 
administration students and is · 
designed to provide an opportunity 
for them to find out what it is like to 
work for a national agency and to 
interact with its leaders. 
Presentations by the directors of 
human resourres, finanoo and pro-
curement will be followed by a tour 
of launch f;wilities. Internship and 
00-op HR representatives ask that 
anyone interested in working for 
NASA bring a resume. Spare is lim-
., ited. 'lb sign up or for more infor-
mation, e-mail Kimberly Hughes at 
khughes37@ho~ail.oom. 
Learn how to be Miss or Mr. UCF 
An information session for, the 
Miss UCF and Mr. UCF Scholarship 
Competitions will be held 7 p.m. 
: Saturday in Wackadoo's at the 
Student Unioll. Students can meet 
current Miss UCF Kristy Burgess 
and· Mr. UCF Wesley Miller. The 
President's Leadership Council and 
Spectacular Knights oommittee of · 
the Campu8 ActMties Board invite 
students to then ~h UOF stu-· 
dent and Miss Florida Ericka Dulap 
oompete in the Miss America pag-
eant onABC. TheviewingpartYwill 
follow at 8 p.m. in vva.ckadoo's. · 
Vietnamese Association to meet 
The Vietnamese American 
Students As~ociation will meet at 6 
p.ni Monday at the Barbara Ymg 
Center. VAS& mottq, "The Rebirth 
... " ·will fc;icus on revitalizing the ' 
Vietnamese Culture at UCF. The 
discussion will focus on future 
events, ~d food and drinks Will be 
served. Fbr more information oon-
tact blu.8k:y4eva@aolcom. 
Let us know 
The lf"uture . wants to hear 
from you. If. you have a club, 
orgallization or event · and want 
your information to be consid-
. er ed for the Around Campus col-
mnn; serid an e-mail to 'edi-
tor@UCFnews.com. Deadlines 
are 5 p.m. Monday for the 
Thursday edition, and 5 p.ni. 
Friday for the Monday edition. 
Corrections 
In the Sept. 15 issue on page 2, 
the Future published an erro-
neous headline, · "UCF legal 
experts said 'plead guilcy'." The 
Student Government Association 
Judicial Department warned ~tu­
dents that pleading guilty or no 
contest would have future neg-a,-
tive consequenees. They did not 
-, say to plead guilty to underage 
drinking charges. Students were 
advised to call Student Legal 
Services for advice at 407-823- . 
2538. . 
Solutions 
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~trossword on Pa e A 13 g 
Minority enrollment rises in state universities 
At left, Members of the Filipino Student Association enjoy an afternoon outside the 
Student Union Tuesday. From left, Gracer Asper 21, Diane Logway 19, Wilson F. Casillan 19 
and Ahnea Santos 20. At right, David M. Spencer, 20, and Melissa Duchene, 20", tal~ inside 
the Student Union. · / 
DANADELAPI 
. Senior Staff Writer 
A growing number of umiori- . 
ties are attending Florida· univer-
sities, according to Gov. Jeb Bush 
and, Education Commissioner 
Jim Horne. Minorities make up 
nearly half of additional fresh-
men enrolled With black and 
Hispanic . students comprising 
, 48.2 pe11cent of that growth. UCF 
minority admission for 2003 has 
also risen in the last year thanks 
to Bush's One F1orida Initiative. 
The·Orie Florida Initiative was 
enacted in 1999, with an empha-
sis on raising minority enroll-
ment in the state university sys-
tem. One Florida promised to 
eliminate race and ethnicity as ,a 
factor in university admissions, 
increase need-based financial aid 
and guarantee state universicy 
admission to all students in the 
top 20 percent of their high school 
senior class. Bush commented in 
a press release, "The historic 
number . of minoricy students 
attendiµg out state universities is 
a te~tament to that promise." 
In 2002, UCF admitted rough-
ly 1,950 minority students into 
the freshmen class. This year, the 
totals jumped to more than 2,100 
with a steady. rise in enrollment 
of students of every minority. Not 
< only is frl;lshmen ID.in'ority enroll-
ment up, but so is the total under-
graduate enrollment. The great-
est of these changes can be seen 
ih Hispanic student enrollment. 
. The preliminary figures , for f~ 
2003 show Hispanic students 
.account for 12.23 per.cent of the 
total undergraduate enrollment 
compared to 11.5 percent in fall 
2002. Enrollment of black stu-
. dents has grown slightly from 
8.45 percent in 2002 to 8.64 per-
PHOJOS BY ANGELA KATSAREUS I CENTR~L FLORIDA FUTURE 
cent in 2003. . 
Among Florida's 11 s~ate uni-' 
versities, minoritie~ ~ake up 34.3 
percent of the total undergradu- · 
ate enrollment. At UCF, minority 
students only account for one-
fourth · o~ the . undergraduate 
enrollment. Despite tbe increase 
in Hispanic and black enrollment, 
Asian and American 'Indian stu-
dent enrollment seems to have 
. decreas'ed since last year. While 
graduate enrollment is holding 
strong, undergraduate enroll-
ment of Asian and American 
Indian students is faltering: As of 
2003, these two ethnicities make 
up for less than 6 percent of 
UCF's total enrollment. 
The leader in increasing over-
all minority enrollment is Boca 
RatOn's Floriqa Atlantic 
Universicy FAU's mmority enroll- . 
ment topped at 34.6 percent this 
year. 
ErivirO gfoups join fOrces to green up IJCF, 
. ' -
PATRICIA XAVIER 
Senior Staff Writer · 
The environmental groups 
Greenpeace UCF and Free the 
Planet! are joining on two initia-
tives to present to the Student 
·Government , Association in an 
effort to reduce campus energy 
costs and consumption. Both 
bills seek to adopt conservation· 
measures that each 1group f~ls 
will make UCF an example fqr· 
campuses around the nation. · 
Union is a big consumer of ener-
gy here on campus and we're 
focusing on fixing that. We;re 
doing all·the dirty work,' so all we 
need now is the support." . 
Legg said the effort is still in 
the organizational stage and 
that .Greenpeace is researching · 
its ·options with the ~sistance of 
Free the Planet! and the Solar 
Energy Center. T.Qe total cost to 
buy and install the solar panels 
haS yet to be determined, but 
Legg said the investment will 
benefit UCF both financially and 
"We're doi'ng 
all the dirty 
work,. so all we 
need now is 
government purchase office sup-
plies made solely from recycled 
materials. 
. "We're asking them to :instill 
this policy because there are two 
, sides to recycling,·~ Browne said. 
"There's the actual recycling of 
products, and then there's the 
buying of recycled•material. 
"Yo~ can recycle all you want, 
but if you're not purchasing 
products made from recycled 
materials, those materials are 
just collecting up. You have to 
complete the cycle:in order for it 
Sen. Josh Edmundson said he 
will focus on pa.Ssing both bills 
and believes that what these 
organizations are pl8.nning will 
have repercussions that Will out-
la.St temporary inconveniences. 
"I will definitelYi support ' and 
sponsor such legislation . when 
the organization has ' finalized 
research and is fully prepared. to 
move forward," Edmudson said. 
"This is a much-needed endeav-
or, and ( ain looking forward to 
enjoying the fruits of their 
labors, which are performed not 
only on behalf of UCF stu.dents 
but all earthlib.gs." 
the support.'; 
Armed with a $20,000 grant 
from the Florida Solar ·Energy 
Center, Greenpeace UCF will 
. ask the SGA Senate to help pay 
for solar panels· to be installed 
on the roof of the Student Union. 
UCF Greenpeace. Vice President 
Meredith Legg says the group's 1 
goal is to convert 80 percent of 
the · energy consumed in the 
union to, solar energy by the year 
environmentally. · 1 
- MEREDITH LEGG 
UCF GREENPEACE VICE PRESIDENT '· to work." 
Similar alternative energy 
· measures have been adopted.by 
schools across the country as 
1 'well as in Florida. Brevard 
Communicy College has a solar 
campus that Greenpeace 'hopes 
,to use as a model for its plans. 
The National Wtldlife Federation 
reports that revenues ·a.nd· sav-
ings from solar panels at· BCC 
amount to over $2 million annu-
ally. 
Florida in alternative energy," 
said Free the Planet! President 
Ryan Browne. "We're . way 
behind, and we're the Sunshine 
State. So we really have to catch 
UCF does not currently pur-
chase any office supplies made 
from recycled materials, BroWne 
said. Free the Planet! hopes that 
if the bill is . apprpved, the pro-
posal will be expanded to cover 
the entire campus.After the SGA 
Sen1;1.te · vote, th~ ,organization 
will ask the Faculty Senate to fol-
low suit, and afterward aims to 
convert the ad.m.inµ;tration and 
.finally spread its effort to other 
Browne said UCF students 
have tieen supportive of the 
efforts of both organizations and · 
that the biggest obstacle right 
now is getting SGA Senate sup- ' 
port. Since student support is 
strong, Browp.e believes that 
after this fall's SGA elections, 
Senate support will grow and 
both bills can; be pushed 
up." , 
2010. . . f 
"It's attainable and. we have 
the possibilicy· of making it 
work," Legg said. "The Student "California is way ahead of 
Besides combining efforts 
with Greenpeace for the solar 
panels, Free the Planet! also will 
introducing a measure . in the . 
SGA Senate asking that student 
' ' 
colleges. 
' I 
PLEASE SEE SENATE ON A6 
Terror groups use anonymity, 
cover of Web to spread. message 
JOYCE M. DAVIS 
.Knight Ridder Newspa~rs (KRT) 
· WASHlNCITON :-The Web site Tah'ban 
Online quotes a seQior Tah'ban commander 
. vowing to continue war against U.S. forces 
in Afghanistan, boasting.that the group's 
"rocket attacks have become an effective 
tool against the invaders, showing them 
there's nowhere for them to hide." . 
Another Web site - al Mlihajiroun __,_ 
threatens to· murder; crucify or cut off the 
hands and feet of anyone who coOperates 
with American forces in the war on terror-
ism. · 
"Another - Princess Tahoan - details 
the many ways women can help wage war, 
including reading the proper bedtime sto-
ries to prepare their children to fight. / 
· Still anoth~r - 357 Islamic hosting -
provides a way to set up such Web sites, 
"anonymity guaranteed." It even accepts 
credit cards. 
Dozens of militant groups, including al-
. Qaeda and the Tah'ban, no longer are hid-
ing in caves ap.d· recruiting from the desert. 
Increasingiy, they're using :the Internet to 
send m,es~ages, spread hatred, recruit 
membefs and raise money. 
"Wrth the explosion of the Int~rnet, ter-
rorists can reach massive amounts, of peo-
ple," said J~sh Devon, a senior analyst at 
the SITE Institute, a· counterte:ITorism 
r~search cente~ based in Washington. 
"Now that there's no central base for al-
Qaed.a to operate freely;' they're using the 
Internet to disseminate information anQ. to· 
' rec:ruit members." 
Devon said militant groups had become 
· sophisticated in their use of the Internet, 
l 
. even getting the Internet company Yahoo! 
to set up their s~tes and sponsor chat 
rooms and messa'ge boards, all under the 
nose of U.S. law enforcement. The sites 
largely are coVered by First Amendment 
pl'.Otections on free speech. , 
"No country is going to block Yahoo!," 
Devon said. "What you11 find is .that they 
(terror groups) disseminate 111essages 
through Yahoo! groups or through MSN 
(Microsoft Network) groups. They move 
arotind a lot, making it hard to,track them. 
Through the message boards, people who 
look for them can find their sites . .And mes-
. sage boards are not easily shut down since 
there are so many'of them." 1 . • 
·Neither Yahoo! nor Microso~ respo~ded 
· to requests for ipfomatimi abQut their poli-
cies on hosting and closing radical Web 
sites. Botb have regulations that prohibit 
usillg their services to promote violence or 
hatred, . but neither would provide further 
details of its policies or enforcement proce-
dures. 
A spokeswoman for the FBI said the 
agencywas aware of radical groups' use of 
the Internet and was "doing a lot" to fight 
it. 
."We are monitoring tb,e Web as one of . 
several investigRtive tools, and we have 
more than one person working on this," 
she said, declining to offer further details, 
citing security ooncerns. 
Madeleine Gruen, an expert on the 
Internet and terrqrism, notes that many 
radical Web sites are run by people outside 
the United States. · . 
"It ~alms it very, very easy to click your 
mouse and find a way to make a bomb or. 
make poison," Gruen said. 
(enttal 'loriba. 31tture. 
, , . ERIC STEVENSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
From left, Provost Terry Hickey, President John Hitt and Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment · 
Services Tom Huddleston field a question from students at the open fo)1Jm held Tuesday in the Student Union . 
Hitt 'unaware·' of drug policy chatige 
FRoM-A 1 Other questions brought ·before Hitt 
included the. UCF ¥arching Knights' . 
matically lose their right to liVe in.campus Drum Majors' concerns that. they were 
housing. missing out on class time because of 
While Hitt said he was unfamiliar UCF sports. The band members said the 
with the change, he did say, "I draw the football team had required .them to 
, line on ... people dealing in drugs." After . remain silent during the first 15 minutes · 
' asking representatives of the office of of each band class on the practice field. 
Housing and Residence Life to clarify the - Band members expressed concern 
issue, Hitt s!11d he'd look into it. that they were being forceq tJ waste 
Also brought before Hitt was the , class time that they'd paid for. They also 
question of free-speech zones on cam- said sporting e\Tents had forced repeated 
pus. Patrick Rostock said the Golden cancellations of the· class. 
Rule Review Coinmittee had wanted to Hitt also was asked by; a reporter 
extend the delineated free-speech' zones froll). the Future why he does riot give, 
to encompass the entire campus and interviews with 'the student newspaper. 
tl;lat no action had been taken by the Hitt said he only gives ~terviews to "pro-
administratio:n on the matter. Hitt replied fess~onal journalists," and that the 
that the Golden Rule Review Co.mmittee Future is not a reputable news source. 
. has no such authorify, and that a . cam- Asked to clarify how the relationship 
puswide free-speech zone iS not neces- could be improved, Hitt said he didn't 
sary. · thinkhe could. 
/ ' 
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Meet wit~ faculty and staff 
representing UCF's more thQn 100 
master's, doctoral, specialist, and 
certific~te 1programs 
4 p.m . ...; 7 p.m. Stu<;lent Union 
Pegasus Ballroom. 
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California gubernatorial election postponed 
WS ANGELES -The tUrmoil and uncer-
tainty surrounding California's recall election 
appears likely to last at 1east a week, legal 
observers said Tuesday, as the U.S. 9th Circuit 
Court of Appeals sought arguments on whether 
it should reconsider an order postponing the 
vote until March. 
As the judges pondered what to do next and 
candidates continued their campaigning 
around the state, voters - mterviewed at ran-
dom up and down the state - issued a oollec-
. tive eye roll, expressing widespread cynicism 
about the motives of a thre&judge panel that 
ordered the postponement Monday. . 
Frustrated election officials expressed fresh 
outrage over the taxpayer dollars they stand to 
waste if the postponement stands and they are 
forced to scrap their Oct. 7 election plans. 
'We're takllig away from other programs to 
pay for this," said Mischelle Townsend, 
,Riverside County's registrar. "It's uncon-
scionable." 
'unoonscionable, pitiful, stupid - there was 
little mincing of words as people pondered the 
chain of unlikely events that have sent 
California's political establishment on a never-
~ endiµgTilt-a-Whirl. 
"It's all kind of like a soap opera," said Fred 
Strame, a San Francisoo financial oonsultant 
who was perusing a newspaper in the sun 
before lunch Tuesday. "It's one stupid thing 
after another, or like an accident that you want 
to~tch." 
Tuesday morning, the 9th Circuit issued an 
·order saying it had asked all the parties in the 
recall case to file briefs by 2 p.m. Wednesday 
setting forth their views aI»ut whether the 
Nation and World · 
oourt should rehear the case with a larger 
panel of 11 judges - an "en bane" panel. 
Secretary of State Kevin Shelley said he 
would ask the panel to reverse Monday's deci-
sion, permitting the election to go forward as 
planned Oct. 7. · · 
Microsoft co-founder opens brain institute · 
Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen is betting 
his money-$100 million to start - on a map 
of the brain. 
Allen announced Tuesday that he's estab-
lishing a research center that will attempt to 
unravel the mysteries of the brain by identify-
ing the 30,000 genes involved in its develop-
ment - thereby creating a brain atlas. 
The nonprofit Allen Institute for Brain 
Science will be in Seattle. · ' · 
Jn a news conference, Allen said the idea 
crone from a oonversation with James Wat~n, 
president of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory on 
Long Island. Watson, who lias been named a ' 
special 8.dviser to the initiative, was out of town 
Tuesday and unavailable to comment. 
In July 2001, Allen flew a dpzen experts in 
genomics, neuroscience and pgychology to 
Seattle to discuss how to use the expanding 
knowledge of the human genome to better 
understand the brain. 
Mappingthe brain is expected to take about 
five years. Information will be made available 
-Jo scientists throughout the , world as it is 
amassed,beginningµextyear. 
Anti-nuke research proposal fails " 
WASHINGTON-The Senate Tuesday 
turned back a Democratic effort to eliminate 
funding for research. on a new generation of 
nuclear weapons, rejecting arguments that the 
White I;Ious&backed project oould trigg\:lr a 
new arms race and raise the risk of nucl!*ll' 
war. . 
Voting 53-41, the Republican-controlled 
Senate turned down a: proposal by Sens. 
Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., and Edward 
Kennedy, D-Mass., to drop $21 million for 
research on "mini nukes" and "bunker-
busters" from a $27.3 billion $pending bill for 
energy and water projects, including the 
nation's nuclear arsenal. The Feinstein-
Kennedy proposal would also have blocked a 
proposal to reduce the time needed to resume 
underground nuclear testing and to ooristfuct a 
new plant to build "pits,'1 or oore devices, for 
nuclear weaporui. 
Later, Republicans ·accepted a proposal by 
Sen. Jack Reed, D-R.I., to bar anything but 
research on the two newweapons, meaningthe 
administration would have to come back to 
Congress for approval before actual develop- , 
rµent could begin. 
MeanWbile, the Air Fbrce is exploring the 
idea of a new intercontinental ballistic missile 
system that could carry a low-yield nuclear 
warhead capable of loitering over targets like 
an unmanned drone or being redirected in 
flight, acco:rdingto a document produced by the 
Air Fbrce Space Command, which oversees the · 
country's nuclear weapons delivery systems. 
Tuesday's vote was tl:).e Senate Democrats'· 
seconQ. failure this year to block the adminis-
tration's nuclear initiatives. Jn May, the Senate 
voted 51-43 to repeal the decade-old ban on 
research dealing with low-yield nuclear 
weapons, pl:tvingthe way for the spending pro-
posals approved Tuesday. · 
More colleges building residence 
halls like chic apartments 
DEBRA O'CONNOR 
Knight Ridder Newspapers (KRT) 
When University of Minnesota 
student Jade Pirlott was looking 
for a place to live last year, she 
yearned for a convenient location, 
a nice ·kitchen, a spacious bed-
room, air conditioning and heated 
un(lerground parking. And, after 
a freshman year spent sharing 
facilities with dozens of dorm res-
, idents, she definitely wanted her 
own bathroom. 
Without having to move off 
campus, she found what she 
wanted: Riverbend Commons, a 
new Style of residence hall that 
serves as an example of what 
many of todays college students 
.- especially upperclassmen -2_ JOHN DOMAN I ST. PAUL PIONEER PRESS 
want and will pay extra to get. Alan Johns and daughter Betsy Johns, from Duluth, Minnesota, arrange the furniture in her donn room at Riverbend Commons on Aug.26. 
"I think everyone who comes The facility is a new style of residence hall at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis. 
to oollege should have the classic ¥ . 
.dorm experience," where small, with a full kitchen and tables on Students also want co-ed liv-
shared rooms lead .to the.forced one end and a big-screen .televi- ing - even co-ed- bathrooms, 
togetherness that helps freshmen sion and CD player with surround kitchens and living rooms. But, 
get on their ~eet socially; PITlott sound on the other, basketball Robinson says, "I've only heard of 
says. Beyond that, though, she and sand volleyball courts, a a couple of schdols that are doing 
wanted a change. state-of-the-art computer center, co-ed rooms." 
''ThiS, I don't consider a dorm , free washers and dryers and an And .students want a "self-
at all. It's small apartments.'' · ice machine. The underground directed coinmunity," which 
Fbllowing a national trend and parking costs an extra $100 a · means they make their own rules 
responding, to student demand, month. and get ~ongwithout a paid staff 
most of the residential construe- The fancier setups oost1 more: person livipgwith them. 
tion the U of M has done over the A triple-occupancy room at tradi- Few colleges prohibit mem-
past several years has been tional U of M residence halls costs hers of the opposite, sex .from 
upscale, · from two singie , bed- $1,696 per semester; a staying overnight anymore. The 
rooms connected by a bathroom "SuperSingie" at · Riverbend College of St. Catherine in St. 
to places with full kitchens and Commons costs up to $3,241 per Paul, hoWever, draws the line at 2 
living rooms. semester. ·· a.m. 
"Students don't want to live in Across the country, "p~ople , 'We get a lot of students who 
tradition~ residence halls any- are considering residential living complain, but a lot understand it's 
more, . but they don't necessarily as full service," says Jennie about privacy; about the safety of 
want to live off campus," says RQbinson, residential life director the building, about the mission of 
Chad Horsley, Riverbend's apart- at Hamline,University in St. Paul. the Sisters," says complexcoordi-
ment coordinatpr. They ·want technology; including nator Sabrina Anderson. 
And they're asking for anieni- card access for security, Internet St. Catherine's would like to 
ties. Riverbend Commons, for service and cable television. Some 
example, has b'arbecue grills on a colleges eliminate• telephone 
huge patio qverlooking the jacks in the rooms and give sfu-
MiSsissippi River, a party roorp. dents cell phones. 
keep more upperclassmen on 
crunpus, though, and is consider-
ing building more housing. Before 
construction, they'll listen careful-
ly to what the mostly female stu-
dent body wants, Anderson says. 
Women's Colleges seem to be 
particularly sensitive to the way 
students live. Jn a national · stu-
dent sUIVey.on dormitory quality, 
nine of the top 20 "Dorms Like 
Palaces" were women's colleges, 
with Smith and Bryn Mawr 
among the top five. Loyola College 
in Baltimore ranked first in dorm 
quality in the Princeton Review's 
annual college guide, ''The Best 
351 Colleges." The top 20 "Dorms 
Like Dungeons" are mostly at 
·state universities. 
"Quality-of-life issues have 
become senous things'for schools 
to ~onsider, especially in the 
recruitment process,". says Erik 
Olson, editor of the Princeton 
Review. "It's a key consideration, 
especially when a student is look-
ing at similarly selective colleges. 
· .. . . The amount of money that 
schools :ire sinking into develop-
ing bigger; picer dorms is 
astounding." · 
live ·action-Packed 
CHOICE OF ONE: 
Wontoll Soup 
(chicken and shrimp) 
· CHOICE OF ONE: 
Grilled Tuna Steak 
w/Sesame Ginger Sauce 
or or 
·.Steamed Chicken Dwnpling Spicy Shrimp Bamboo-shoot 
or , or 
Small Mixed Salad Thai B.B.Q. Chicken 
. 863 N. Alafaya Trail 
Waterford Lakes Town Center 
407-382- 01 
. ' 
Jai _Alai Returns 
Oct. 2nd! 
* College Students Always Free 
. , (With Valid 1.D.) 
This Ad Good 
For 1 Free Program 
(Any Performance) · · 
·92 & 436 Call (407) 339-1221 
We've got ... 
•Futons 
••Futon accessories 
• Computer desks 
• Room dividers 
•Dinettes, bar stools, 
coffee tables and much morel 
FREE Layaway • FREE 90 Day F.ina~cing 
Present student or 
teacher ID for 
10%.0FF 
I • • 
!F_R_E_El. 
i Mattress Upgrade <>r Cover ! 
1- with Purchase of any Futon Package I 
' not valid )Vith any other offer. 1 I With coupon. Expires 12-31-03 ! 
~-------~.~-----·------·---------------·----------4 
~ ~ . . # ' 
VCf's' #.1 Student Furniture O,utlet 
FUTONS, ETC. f ACTORY OU TEET 
( 308 N.Alafaya Trail 
(In front of Home De~ at W~erford Lakes) 
(·407) 447-0637 
www,.futonRlanet.com , 
' , t 
· . , GaTE·NDEA 
. I . . • . ., .. Comp/Me Automotive Ref:!.Slrs "Sint» 11192" 
.#1 Electr'ICaf R'llP8ir Specl~ 
All WORKED GUARANTIED 
'401-221-5100 
esefiabla 
-Espanol 
948 N. SEMOR~N BLVD. (436) 
1 /2 Block North of Colonial Dr. 
DISCOUNT 
lf I STUDENT ID 
l'E:~ld] 
Reg. #MV-14363 
Hours: 
COMPLETE SERVICE ON: 
Monday - Friday 
8am-6pm 
Saturday 
8am-4pm 
• Complete A/C Service ·Oil Change & Oil Leaks 
• Axles & C.V. Joints • Po11Yer Windows & Locks 
• Belts and Hoses 
I 
• Tfming Be-Its 
·Tune-Ups •(poling System Water Pumps 
& Heater Cores • Brake Service 
• Complete Electrical Service • Steering Columns 
• GM Com'puter- Control 
. ' Compare Our Prices on C.V. Joints & Axles, Brakes Service & Cooling Service. 
1• We will meet or beat most written prices! · 
r----------------,r-------~--------, 
: Fuel lnJectlon s&g95 : : Computer s3495 : 
, Service , , Diagnostic . , 
: Cleaning Reg. $79.95 : : · Reg. $49.95 . : 
I Not Valid W/Any Other Offers I I Not Valid W/Any Other Offers I 
L----------------~ L----------------~ r-----------~----, r----------------, 
: CV AXLE S13995 : : A/C s14e5 : 
: · SPECIAL . ~lost Cars : : CHECK . Freon Extra 111 1 , Lifetime Warranty 1 1 
I Not Valid W/Any Other Offers I I Not Valid W/Any Other Offers I 
L----------------~ L~---------------~ r----------------------------------, 
i FREE BRAKE INSPECTION ! 
I Not Valid W/Any Otl)er Offers I 
L--~----------------~--------------~ 
• 
• 
• 
ND· Shots 
No Drill 
• No Pain 
New.est Te·chnology 
( Biolaser = Water Laser) 
' ---7-------------~------------~----------· · 
·
850 Off! 
, I 
--~-------------------------------~-----· 
Dr. Charles Arias. D.D.S. 
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AMY CASSELL events .Iast year, .has respect ·for feedback will receive more games, 
· Staff Writer intramural referees but admits while thqse who do not slowly get 
that sometimes he gets frustrated weeded out. 
'Ihe fall semester is once again . 'The best place for the.refs to learn "I would say in the state by far 
underway and as · students ·get js on the game field," Nealon said we are the best as far as officiat-
back into the daily grind Of doing '~d when they're out there and 'mg," Wilkening said . . UCF's 
homework and studying for don't really understand all the Steven Anderson and .Chris 
exams; the intramural sports sea- rules, it gets very frustrating as a Morello, beth undefgraduate Bt9-
son prepares to' begin. '· player and is very hard to keep dents, were named as 2 of the 20 
Athletes are lacing up their your cool" All-American flag football officials 
shoes, and student referees are '1 have had a lot of problems in 2002. 
tbrowing on their zebra suits. 'Ihe with refs not knowing all of the : "None. of us have e\rerwatchea · 
· large 8:ffiOunt of sports being rules . and· just kind of winging it .an NBA or NFL ~e a.Ilp. agreed 
played this 'year brings a big whl:ln they don't know;" 'saiq a .sen- with.every call ma.de," Caheirsaid 
demandforstudentrefereestooffi- ior intramural athlete who wished couRTESYIMTRAMURALSPORTS • · ''U~ortunately in sp0rts; 50 per-
ciate each event. Every year the to· remain anonymous. "In fact, I Intramural Cordinatot Gary Ca hen, right, cent of. the teams that play qi a 
Recreation and Wellness Center have even talked refs into. making trains Lindsay Vincent for flag football. game will lose and sometimes they 
rures 100 students to be intrarriural very bad calls, just because they . . attribute the loss to the officiating." . 
referees, and every year competi~ don't understand the rules," . making calls in simulated g8me sit- Through the complaints, Davi 
tive games lead to many athletes Intramural directors and coor- uations .. In the third and final part Sherwin still enjo~ his job. "I enjoy 
pomplaiiiiJig abOut the referees. dinators want to assure the ath- -of the training, the student will ·being a ref," he said. "I love the ; 
Student officia.IS are often criti- letes that. tefe~s are indeed acre- actually officiate in a practice staff. 'They are helpful and cool, 
cized for a eontroversrai ruling quately trained. ''I' personally feel , game. 'This entire training process . and I get to meet many people from 
they made or for their lack of that we do an excellent job at train- takes about a week · · around campus." 
knowledge conce'rningthe rules of ingolll'.Officials," ~d.GaryCahen; · "EVen after the training ·· Flag ,footban and basketball 
the sport, . ,· intramural coordinator for the ·process, there is always conStant begin this week Sign up dead.Jines 
·~ an official, you upset half of Recreation and Wellness Center. feedback," said .Jim Wilkening, for baseball and co-ed flag fQOtball 
the fans·with each call you make," After a student is hired as an associate director of programs for are, ·on Sept. 22, and midknigbt 
said Davi Sherwin, a juiiior who official, their training is a three- · intramur8J. sports. Wtlkening bowling'on Sept. 29. _Students can 
has been officiating intrani.ural part process. 'Ihe first part is rllles exi}lains that th~ intramural sports . sign up by viSitjng the intramural 
spoqs for three years. "No matter training, whicl:t is wbere the stu- staff has 11' supervisors whose jobs sp'orts website at imsports.lJ.Cf.edn. 
what you do, oile team or. one fan dent learns all necessary rules of are to watch the games and cri- Students interested in becoming ~ 
will think that they gut a raw deal" the game. The second part is field tigue the officials on what theyniay an official , can contact Jim 
Justin Nealon, a junior who par- training, where the student is actu- or may not have done right. 'Those Wllk£ining or Gary Cahen at 407-
iicipated in 12 intrami,rral _sports . ally out on the.' fiE'.ld, p~cing offi~ials. wµo receive more positive 823-2408~ · 
Topless Coeds Cause Problems in Dorm Room! 
. Don't go_ Topless! Our I.tiptops ArfJ DeBveretl: 
Laptop~ Under $500 
I Completely cleaned & refurbished 
when YOUf dorm room is empty and 2 lncl~ding a '3 Month Warranty 
you're the first roommate to move in, 3 Wrth Operating System & Open Office 
an is comfortable. ~ut then, the topless Software Installed. 
.4 Wrth Returns hOnored up to 7 days roommate arrives. After moving in 
clothes, setting up the. Stereo System, from receipt. 
there's no room for the desktop comput- Visit our web-'site anti leanr 
er. The soluti~n is Lextel's Affordable, more about t/is affordable 
off-lease, Fortune 500 laptop syste~. · 1 altemative. , 
;I. 
'• 
An off-lease laptop is the solution for tight http:/ /le'ictel.offordablecomputers.com · 
dorm rooms. It also is great to 'throw in 
6 Specia/ Packaged Offerings" for your backpack for use in the tibrary, doss-
room or any study area· OV«Jy from dis- . just $499; wbile SUpples last/ 
trading donn noise and behavior. Or Coll us at 866-304-8136 
O'BRleN'S 
I BRllHJS BACK ' 
• 
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el w£r r-SHIRf .... _
· ~ JANANA SUCKINt ~ -s t:>ow.- tlotlh o'F 
·m · OLYMPICS ·1~ ALI. •Yct'u CAN DRINK l ~ - MALE AMArua smP . euD LT. onAFr ; 
. ~ INSANE SIMON SEZ I PLUS WELL DRINKS ? ;: 
9 SCREAMINt FAKE . A.,LL FOR 'A MERE $ 10 ~ 
~ · KY I RAT'S ONLY •t.DO PR llOUL · ~ i ORtASM nME ntiALS · 1Avt~ec>N,rorA1.1v1NSAN,w.•1 ~ 
~· MORE MAPNESS.. .. _________ .. § 
I t\\\.'1t~0~a ".»'"· ~~;.~:~~:~ .: 
§ \\\\-. i>-P,~ 1-' .~ . Soap ... x GROOVI! ' ~ 
you I "The Housett ·.\ 
Hate crimes are still rare 
FROM A1 . Union .and the UCF Allies '· 
Program work to reduce homo- · 
based on tb,e department they're phobia and promote . unity . 
in. It depends on the context ' of· between heterosexuals and homo-
who you ~k" sexuals. 
'Though actual acts of violence "I knew it can be difficllit if peo-
agrullst homosexual students may ple aren't sure abou((t]le group], 
be rare, many students are . but ifs a safe place that's welcom-
nonetheless nervous or afraid of ing, warm, open, and.you can just 
. possible . 'consequences of being . comliJ and sit," she ~d ''You don't 
honestwithothersabouttheirsex- ·nj300ssatily,have t'o share <?rtalk, 
uality. . you can just listen." · . 
'There are a number of on-cam- 'Ihe ''II)., Out and In Between" 
pus orgrullzations seeking to ease coUI1Seling sessions meet from 11 
sofue of the difficulty and uncer- a.m. to 12 p.m. Mondays in Cedar 
taintyofcomingtogripswithone's Key, Room 223 of the Student 
sexuality. Groups such as the Gay, · Union. Fbr more information, con-
. Lesbian and Bisexual Student tact Greene at 407-823-2811. 
' ' • ~ I 
· not-a.n extr~ job? 
DCI Biologica~s can~t .pull 
a· rabbit ou"t of a hat! 
''' 
w ·E 
"NEED 
YOU! 
Help. us make magic.· .• 
DONATE ·PLASMA 
You earn up tor 
' ' . 
.. 
$170 I . , . , T -r. s. Al!:.L. Aaou. I C.OL.l..EGE l..lfE... ' HANG 0u. -r~ s-r~"b Y HR"h AN"h SL-ee? · 1t-lJ . You may qualify 
' ' 
12024 Royal Wulff Lane 
Orlando, FL, 32817 · · 
'401.:.211-4001 
· www.unive·rsityhouse.com 
info@uhalafaya.com ' 
Gf)H.MU-N~ FEATu...R.~S 
. Business Cent~ w /Fax, Computer & Copier • Gcane Room • 24 Fitness Center • Bdhards 
High Speed Etheriiet • BasketbaH Court •, Sancl VolleybaD Court • Two Sparkling Swimming Pools 
Car Wash • 24 Hour Emergency Mcintenance • Professionally landscaped Grounds 
'. UCF Shuttle • Covered Parking ~ Wir~ss Internet at the Pool 
' 
1 A 1>AR mE:~T A1-1.ErJ:r:n:~s 
Individual Alarm Sy.stems • Berber Carpet' • Cermnk Tiie Entries • cable TV w /HBOs 
, · Ceiling Fans• Utilities Included · Washers/Dryers• Kitchen Pantries» •· 
· (crpeting & Designer Colors • Wq9' Floor$ • White·on-Wlite Kitchen Applipes • 
Frost.Freel efrigeraton~ Ice, Makers iaowaves • Dishwashers• large Patioslt Mini Bfmds 
I • · • • ~o pa.rt~c1pate · 1n 
·a special plasma 
· .· · · program with 
• • I 
compensation. u·p· . 
to $1,000 in10Wks 
.. ' 
. every month y~u donate! 
, Simple equation: 
.Plasma saves lives,You give pla1sma, 
. YOU SAVE LIVES! 
A~ somewh~re a "1ild whispers ..• 
"THANK.YOU." . 
' . 
·Now that's MAGIC! · 
0(1 Biologicals ,invi~es you to· make mag.ic~ 
DONAT.E PLASMA· 
can or come by-, Make magic and save a life. 
. · DCI Biologicals of Orlando , 
'321·235-9100 
1900 Alafaya Trail, Slf ite 500 
... 
. . 
When yollr everyday.car is .ahearse, 
•cruising with the living gets ~tares 
. . . 
SALLIE JAMES "I look at hearses every day on 
South Florid.a Sun-Sentinel (KRT) eBay," .sB.id Irving, 491 who spent 
$6,000 for bis black-on-silver 1976 
When George McMillan Mercedes Poll.man Funeral 
speaks of his ''beloved Dorothy," Coach. "I just &ee if there is some-
he isn't talking about a wife or thing new and different." · 
girlfriend. Her mea,n.s his 1968 When he stumbled upon a 
Miller Meteor end loader with a Mercedes, Irving had to have it. . 
. co;ffin in the back : · · "The only reason people are ' 
"Creep is .built ·into the ·car," · wigged out about hearses· is 
said McMillan, ~ Jacksonville because they think it's weird and 
. bodyguard and musician. "When · morbid," said Irving, who parks 
is the last time you si;i.w a hearse the sleek hearse outside his 
' that you weren't creeped out by?. home. "This car just fli~s up the 
It's because· that is the last ride road. It. would never be late· for its 
you ever take." .. own funeral." . · 
Hearse lovers can visit numer- Unlike American hearses, 
ous hearse club Web sites with , Irving's German hearse has 1no 
names like Graveyard Haulerz, rear side doors. The casket com-
The Rollin; Dead, Where hearse partmeritis seale9.andha8novel-
paraphernalia is just ·a click "Way. • vet or etched gtass. The rear~win-
·They also 'can also join the . dows are shrouded with pleated 
Professional Car Society, aimed royal blue curtains. . 
at people who collect historically ·He spent $400 on a handmade 
correct funeral and mediCal ,vehi~ wooden coffin, which he slipped 
· cles. . into the back to complete the look ' 
New.hearses cost $70,000 on A vanity plate proclaims "Gone : 
up .. Used hearses can cost less But." Irving added funeral flags 
than.$1,000 up to $20,000. and a sign tl).at says "funeral · 
McMillan, who likens . his parking." · 
hearse to a station wagon. ''with- He says he isn't a practical 
, out the wood grain down the joker, but admits the hearse 
side," is quickto point out the fine makes ~t easy. 
craftsmanship, low nµleage and , · Take the time Irving was out 
'copious storage space. And that's ANGEL VALENTIN /SOUTH FLORIDA SUN-SENTINEL -for a whirl and decided tO stop for 
on top of an affordable price tag Nicole MacArthur stands next to her 1953 Chrysler hearse, which. she is restoring. . a snack He pulled up to a drive-
for a car that's essentially a ' through window at a Dunldn' 
Cadillac or Lincoln. ':Just like people who won't , No surprise ~here, Bryant Donuts and ordered some coffee. 
Fbr Hollywood; Fla., residents buy. a burial lot :in advance for said. "How do you want it?" the 
Nicole and Kenneth MacArthur, · fear it will bec0me a self-fulfilling 'We have 'been a death-deny- · server asked. · · 
tlie heart-stopping quality of the prophecy, I am sure some people ingsocietyfol.'closeto 100years," . "~lack," ~ngreplied, smirf.-
funereal vehicles is part of their· would be very apprehensive hel said. "In the 1800s death was· . mg. One for me and one for him 
lure. about a-hearse," said Clifton D. common. We all lived on farms in the back. He can't wake up." • 
·"You get weird faces; then you Bryant, a soci9logy professor who . and when someone cited, .they . Ano!her time he back~d the 
get this kind of aghast look," teaches a class on death and died at home. We laid them out, hearsemtoa 7-Elevenpark;inglot 
chuckled Kenneth MacArthur, 37, dying atVrrginia 'Tuch. washed them built the casket and ran inSide. · 
Whose wife bOught a bll;tck 1953 WJien it comes to hearses, the · dug the h~le, ~d sometimes did "I need lots of ice," he told a 
Chrysler New Yor~er hearse on fear factor is huge,, says Joseph · the funeral:" befuddled' clerk, poin,ting to the 
eBay. "I know some people will be Scarano, . who operates . funeral · But when we, startetl taking ~m: of~ hearse. ''My air condi-
freaked," said Nicole MacArthur. homes in Pembroke Pines, Fla., bodies to funeral homes, attitudes tionmg IS brok~n. . 
"I would like to look at thlsjust as and Hallandale Fla. Once after changed he said. , "Some people · may not thiiik 
darkhumor." · _ driving back' from Orlando, "On~thebodygotpushedout it'~3:ppropri~te.'".~said. "But 
Enter the world of the weird, Scarano parked bis hearse out- of the home it became 'olft of this IS rtot a religious icon. People 
say hearse owners, and get ready . side bis house. The next day he : sight, ol}t of ~d,'"· Bryant said. are just so gullible. They just set 
for some tall tales. · ~ · found a code enforcement Viola- ' Fbr hearse owner $teve Irving, themselves up. It's like Candid 
Some people - cross them,- tion on' the windshield. . ' . the association·with death played Camera." . • , 
-selves.. Others look away. But . ''My neighbors didh't like hav- no part in bis decision to buy a His advice? 
everyone wants to . look in the ing Jt there overnight,'' Scarano · .coach. Irving has .been buying "If you don't want attention, do 
back, owners say. · said. 1 unusual cars sinci:l he was 16. not drive a hearse," Irving said . 
Senate votes 
are\ next . 
. eco~obstacle 
FROM A2 
through. 
· ' Browne added that 
Greenpeace UCF .and Free the 
Planet! both are · partisan 
organizations, and neither bill 
will be presented until after · 
Senate electfons. He added that · 
·Free the Planet! members plan' 
· on supportingwhichever,candi-
• dates favor of the initiatives. · 
' Senior Marlene Ri.Vera s~d 
she would support both cam-
paigns because, with the 
amount of paper · and · other 
· materials she wastes on a daily 
basis, she re3.lizes something 
has to be done to reverse the 
waste .. 
"If we can help 'in any way, 
that would be niee,'' the biology 
major said. "Students need to 
be conscious about it. It's' sad 
because we are fpcused on so 
many things in life that some- " 
times we forget the very air we 
live on. So .if their main focus is 
being conscious of the-ecosys-
tem, then I thin!\ that it's.a pos- · 
itive step." 
Freshman · · . Darlene · 
Maldonado, 17,, also hopes that 
the· initiatives paf,>s . 
. "That's a really good idea; 
it's such a positive idea," 
Maldo:n,ado said. "Witb pollu-
tion and other factors that are 
. hurting [the planet] at ·the 
· moment, at least they're doing' 
.something." . -
Maldonado added that UCF . 
· officials · and student leaders 
should stand behind· the initia-
. tive · because the combined 
l groups are doing something · 
. that will be:n,efit the student 
body for several decades. 
Browne agrees. 
"Everyone i~ for the environ-
ment,'' he said. "They may not 
be environmentalists· or tree· · 
bugger s, but everyone likes to 
breathe. If you like tQ breathe, 
y;ou like the environment. Right 
now is the only time to pay 
attention to the environment; if 
you look at ,it in 10 years, it 
might be gone. So our plan is t~ 
have people fill that Senate 
~om so that obstacle is out of 
the way." · ' -
(• 
. . gltn@iz; , ' . er~ . , 
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I - , .' , , ; 
Apartment living at its best 
Visit us at: www.shadowcreekapts.com 
Amenities · . 
• 1' I ' ' 
Indoor Bas~etball Court • Pool & Jacuzzi • Tennis Court 
Sand Volleyball •-Gated Entrance • A/( Racquetball • 29-Seat Theater . 
Outdoor Caba'na Bar • Business Center • Computer L~b • Fitness Center 
Direct Access Garages in Select U~its,. w/Remote .Control 
Mirrored. Wet Bars w/Glass . ' 
Individually Monifored Alarms • Huge Floor Plans! 
'~ ' . 
located on the. 
corner of Red Bug. ta~e 
Road & Dodd~Road; . 
in beautiful Tuscawilla. 
990 English Town lane I 40J 388 0500 
Winter Springs, Fl 32708 • • 
JUNCA DENTAL . & 
I ,, ' ll • 
ASSOCIATES. 
, ·Your .Smile is Our Spedaltyl· · 
, / . 2881 South Bumby Ave. 
(407) 895-5433 
, EA~T ,ORLANDO / WATERFORD 
12780 Waterford Lakes Pkwy • 
. (407) 382·64S5 . . 
Ylww.iu,~ca~erital.com 
SPECIAL OFFER 
$1. 55 (a $200 valJle) 
00150 
J)0210 
01110 
Oral Exam 
'All necessary X-ray~s 
-~leaning (prophyla:xis} 
'· 039j;1 . Sleachin '· , , ' -· . . 
(Not Valid with any other offer, or 
lnsu.~nce, New patients only~. 
Ex~res: October 31, 2003 ' 
' . ' 
Point lead the 
Knights'blew last 
' season against 
· Syracuse. ·. 
Bri~ 
The men's soccer 
team has received· 
credit for its 
outstanding play in 
~ the early weeks of 
the season. Thanks 
'in part to their 4-1-
. . 1 record, the Knights 
have earned the · 
· ninth overall 
ran.king in the· 
National Soccer 
Coaches , 
Association/ Apidas 
South Region poll. 
UCF joins FIU as the · 
· only other team in 
the region's top ten .. 
The Kni!!qts.place4 _ .. 
tWo spots behind 
conference riyal · 
Georgia State.. , 
'former Golden 
Knight Travis Fishe r- I 
had an outstanding 
game ag'ainst the . 
S<1n Francisco 49er's 
on S~nday. The 
Rams defeated the 
49er's 27-24 in 
overtime thanks to 
a Jeff Wilkins field '·' 
·· · goal. However, 
· Fisher had a huge · 
interception off<of 
Jeff Garcia· early in " 
the game, which he ·; 
II> returned for 65 
yards. Fisher also ' n 
had four.solo 
'tackles. 
• Daunte Culpepper 
continued to look 
unstopgable as the 
.Vikings pounded · 
the Chicago Bears 
on Sunday. 
Culpepper 
completed .20 of 26 
passes for 214 yards 
and two · · · 
touchdowns in the 
victory. Prior to this 
'Ai · weekend, Culpepper · 
completed 15 · 
passes for 195 yards 
and three 
touchdowns against 
Green B~y. He also. 
has yet to throw an · 
interception this 
season. 
'-· "He's got quick feet 
arid acc~lerates in 
the hole. I want·to 
' see more of him." 
I 
· , -HEAD COACH 
MIKE KRUCZEK ON 
THE l'OTENTIAL OF I 
USING BACK-UP 
RUNNING BACK 
DONTAVIUS WILCOX 
ON SATURDAY 
"Experience is ' 
important in • 
football, but at 
some point you 
have to make plays. 
That's what the 
~me boils down 
to.11 
• -COACH K!lUCZfK . 
ON THE REDUCED 
ROLE O~ SENIORS 
THIS PAST SATURDAY · 
\' 
RJ. Anderson, · 
although not niuch of 
a passer1 presents a 
threat in a balanced 
Syracuse offense. 
I , 
UcF· hoi}es tO halt sweep. 
'by Syfasuse. Orangemen 
Senior quarterback R.J. Anderson 
showed pr0mise last 13eason With 245· 
mshing yards and ffire touchdowns. 
'- The heat will be on _:__ literally and He led a 'strong passing attack against 
ffguratively ·~when. \he football North Carolifia, which fell to the 
Knights travel north this'weekend to Orangemen . F -45. Ander~on 
A1SHLEY ~URNS . 
Sports Editor, , , 
take on the Syracuse Orangemen. '·· threw fol'. more than 290 yards 
·No. 1; the CaITier Dome is notori- and had three.touchdown passes· 
pus as orie of the ,hottest stadilipis in in that gaille. Reyes also ·1ooked 
the nation. The Orangemen often use ·, sharp in the opener, rushing for . 
J this to their advantage,. as most oppo,. · 189 yards' and thre~ touchdowns 
nents are unprepared for the indoor of his own: . 
. · clim~te. . . . Against Louisville last . wee"k, 
No. 2, the Syracuse offense hopes to however, Anderson threw for a 
ov.ercome a potentially vu.I.- . · mediocre 228 yards, show-
nerable Knights team, , .. , , casing his inconsistency. · 
which .barely held off ' - . ' (Anderson's starting ]ob . ' Flo~da'At}~ti~lastweekin Aiid curr~ntl:y . i~ .·safe, b_ut 
a disappomtrn.g home open- . ~ , XzaV).er Games is a proffils-
er. · · ,·' · 1., liiilf!' ing backup.) Loµisville's · 
' The Orangeruen have deferise held Reyes ·in 
done it before. Althougil, the '. check, only alloWing him 89 
previous two . ', games 1 • VS. · yards ·and one touchdown, 
betweell' the . teams · were · and the Qardinals won the 
close, Syracuse walked game 20-10 
away with both. UCF fell 21- . :Defense is the biggest 
10 to t)l~ Orangemen in the , cause for, concern for 
Carrier .Dome in 2b0'1. U\st Syra:cuse. Against 
year the Knights· held a Who: North Carolina, the. 
strong halftime lead at the UCF'{l-l)vs. cfefense allowed a 
Citf1;1~ Bowl,.onlyto watch it Syra.cuse (1-1 ) • · 1 traditionally sub- , dwindle and. turn into a 38- par Tar Heel 
35 lbss. · '· When: " offense to gain 
Everr so, · the Noon Saturday · · 496 tOtal yards. 
Oi'angemen's 4-8 record in 1Wl\ere: Louisville 
2002 was a disapp6ilintment, Carrier Dome amassed 454 
including losses to · North total yards . 
Carolina and Temple. 'And against the inexperi-
a:rter beating North Carolina i· ' .enced Orangemen · 
in their open~r this year, Syracuse · defense as well'. ' ' 1 barely ma'.de a derit last week against Stopping the run has · been 
a strong Lollisville: Syracuse's 'biggest problem thus far. 
,Knights Head Coach mike Kruczek Last week the Orangemen allowed 
i~n't r~sting easy. , .. 232 rushing yards to LouiSville. Prior 
. "Their footbaµ team is an outstand- .to that, North Carolina"s weak running 
ing team for being 1-1," he said. "They 1 game still stacked up 183 yards in its 
tbeat a good Nqrth Carolina team on two-point loss. ' 
opening day, coming baek ~d winning The Syracuse defense ~ which 
in triple overtiille, and they lost t0' allowed 33.8 points per game )ast 
Louifl\1ille. The offense is the mainstay season, as well as 4 78 yards , 
of their football team. I'm sure that. per game - isn't returning 
· [Syracuse Head · . C0ach .. Paul] many starters. ·The secondary 
.. Pasqualoni and his staff will have his is only returning one starter; . 
team ready to. play. They're not going and they gave up 304 passipg ·yards 
to look by us. W~ pla~ed their team per game last season. - .. 
tough the' pa~t two years." . . To win Saturqay, the 'Knights need 
': The Orangemen hope to beat UCF ·a balanced attack of rushing and pass-
witn a ~trong running game1 comp~n- . ing. . . 
sating for a defense that is mostly ·Quarterback . Ryan Schneider 
young and inexperienced. , . should have an excellent day as his . 
Syracuse has tw<>" outstanding run- ' wide receivers will.outplay'Syracuse':S 
ning backs refurqing this year. Walter corners and safeties. Ste'ie Gregory is 
Reyes had 1,135-yards on the ground turning into an ·excellent cornerJ;>ack 
last season, while counterpart Damien for the Orangemen, but he won't be 
Rhodes totaled 1,200· ail-purpose able to singieha'ndedly contain UCF 
· yards. . ' wide receiyer;; Tavaris qapers, Luther 
· Thou@ the Orangemen traditional- Huggins and Brandon Marshall. The 
'ly . lack a solid passing ~e·; their ' Orangemen have too much • inexperi- . 
·qlJ.art«(rbacks add anotheP ~lenient t? ence ·at the other corner spot, with . 
the running game. ' Terrell "Lemon and Thomas' Whitfield . 
, . . I \ . 
cbmpetingfor the job'. . 
The key to the victory for 'UCF is 
giving the ball to Haynes at least 20 
times. Haynes was· impressiv~ in the 
Knights' season opener against 
Virginia Tech with only eight carnies. 
In :what · was· .supposed to be the 
Krughts' mosj balanced offense to 
date, Hayne& totaled only 7 4 yards 
last Saturday agamst Division 1-AA 
opponent FAU. The. offensive liµe 
should create some nice holes fo'r 
Hayfies agail;lst Syracuse, but he will 
have to see the ball at least as many 
PLEASE SEE DE,FENSE ON A8 
UCF's hope 
lies on the. 
arm of 
senior QB 
Ryan 
Schneider, 
\vhoset ' 
four new 
schools 
marks in 
last week's . 
-33-29win 
over FAU. 
Volleyball coacll . 
seeks 1 OOth victory 
' ' • ' I 
MATT DUNAWAY 
later on by ~on :Elrod. ms Staff Writer ,, . 
·In he~ fifth ~eason at UCF, Meg Coiado is looking 
for he'r 100th ca.teer ·coaching victory as the women's 
volleyball Knights hit the road thjs weekenq to com-
, · 
. Women's soccer, :. 
' "Shut out for- firsr 
·
1
' iline this. season 
· goal ',ended the Golden Knights 
home-shutout streak at 317 min- · 
utes. Later in the 'first, Juan 
Pablo· O-iraudo scored< the sec-
ond goal for the Knights, as he 
1 nailed a h~aqer past CC's goal- · . 
keeper Stefan.NiCola. 
pete in the Western Michigan Invitational. · . 
The tpurnament also will m.ark a liomecomirtg for . 
i, t . ' 
DAN WIBERG 
Staff writer 
The Knights dominated the 
second half as freshman Cl).ris 
Cp.rissy scored his first colle- . 
. Both u'cF "men's and , giate goal off a:nother assist by 
women's · soccer · competed , Vasquez. Senior Chris Beaulac 
Sunday afternoon but with .dif- · finished the Knights' !'?Coring · 
fering results. , · with a goal at 70:28. 
. UCF men's soccer t~am kept "Overall as a team we're 
! its home-Unbeaten Streak alive, really Stepping it Up, evel-ybody 
as they defeated Oent~nary did . what they had to do," . , 
College 4-1 at the UCF Soccer · VasqlJ,ez said. 'We worked hard 
Complex. The UCF wom~n·s . ·for this one." · 
soccer team fell 1-0 to host · UCF had its highest goal 
Kansas in the KU St.ore.com total of the young season at four. 
Crimson and Blue Invitational According to· Head Coach Bob 
Championship game. Wmch, scoring had been their 
Four diff~rent Knights scored biggest problem leading into the 
for the men's team and midfield- game. 
er Eric Vasque:;:; recorded two "Scoring is · not somethlrig 
assists. The Knights improved y01:i. don't want to emphasize," 
to 4-1-1 and stretched the home- Winch said. "With a gJ.;eat 
·unbeaten streak.to four. defense and controlling the 
UCF· opened up scoring . in tempo of the garne, the goals will 
the first hai'f when sophomore come:;· 
' ~ J~n :imran ~onnected off a Jl~S UCF outshot Centenary by· a · 
\7 from Vasquez just. under ~t margin of · 23-16. Goalkeeper 
. : :mfnutes' ipto the match. .. 
CC's (0-~) only score came PLEASE SEE WOMEN ON AS BRITT HART I CENTRAL F~ORIDA FUTURE Sophomore Juan ·Pablo Giraudo led the Knights last year in points, goals, and shots. 
Li:hdsey Whalen and Amanda Stoutje~dyk, two UyF , 
players With Michigan roots. "I've got a big fainily;" · 
Whalen said. "It's very specihl for me to get to play in 
front of both my family· and friends~" . 
..· A3-0markatlastweekend'sUOFFalllJ.J.vitational , ' 
pushed the team's record to 4-3. Sophomore Emily . 
:Watts emerged from thatweekend with Atlantic Sun -
Playei;-of-the-Week honors, h~r first. Watts av~raged "' 
5.75 kills, i.92 digs and 0.6Tblocks.for UCF's three 
matches while breaking her career kill mark twice. 
For the'weekend, Watts had a hitting percentage 
. of 0.354, ai:id dropped fa six service aces. Her 69 kills 
also ·earned her tournament MVP'ho;nors. 
As for Colado, she is just one win away from the 
career milestone. But the competition ensures her ~ 
team will have to work to get it. "O~r fournament at 
Weste.rn Micp_igan has several solid ·teams in it," 
Colado said. · · 
Tomorrow night, .UCF begins its tournament play 
against Oakland Universify, from Roch~ster, Mlch. 
The Golden Grizzlies, who play i,n the fylid-Continen'.t 
Conference, coine . into the invitational with a .1-5 1' 
record, and losers of three straight matches. •l 
·Oakland returns all but one player from last sea- J 
' son's squad that won only four matches. Leadingthe ,, 
way are seniors Cortney Varteralsen, who. comes into 
t~e invitatiol al with 30. kills, and Beth Ann Rourk. it · 
PLEASE SEE SOPHOMORE ON A8 
I • 
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! Defense must 
i . bounce back · 
CENTRAl FWRIDA FUTURE FILE PHOTO 
Junior linebacker Stanford Rhule, wlio led the Knights in tackles in 2002, returns to the 
starting line-up this weekend. Rhule is recovering from off-season knee surgery. 
• • I • 
FROM A7 against a surprisingly tough FAU 
secondary. · . 
· times as he did la.St week. "[Their improvement] will 
While no one was content with have a ' big impact on the offense 
r ·ucF's close, 33-29·win over FAU, for the rest of the 'season," 
Schneider recognizes the impor- Kruczek said. "Each and every 
tance of Haynes getting the ball. gRme that they do catch passes 
"We have one of the best run- and are productive will · o:rlly 
ning backs in the MAC in Alex heighten ··their confidence. As 
Haynes," Schneider said. "It's not they gain experience;· it will aJlow 
re good.thing if I have to pass for us-to open out the offensive pack-
, 500 yards_. If we're going to ·age even more than it is now. 
, achieve our goals of winning a We're not running the ball the 
championship and. going to a way we'd like to, so having them 
. bow~ ~e, we ·have . to run the step up in the passing game has 
, , football> · been critical." 
Haynes is ·the key to Still, there is that indoor 
· Saturday's gRme, but the Knights sweat . storm ' awaiting . them in 
_. will ·need every player on both Syracuse. 
' sides of the ball t.o step up . . · . . Knowing what lies ahead 
1 Stanford Rhule will return to his gives the UCF veterans who have ' 
~ stari:hg position at middle line- played in the Carri,er Dome a 
backer, but more importantly as chance to prepare, Kruczek said. 
a defensive leader. "Obviously, we have a · better 
Perhaps the only positive out- understanding as a staff about ' 
I come oflast Sattirday's giime for the elements and the conditions 
UCF was tlie play of the Knights' that we?ll play in," he said. ''We 
young wid~ receivers. Marshall had heard horror stories about it, 
and Mike Walker both had out- but until you've experienced 1 it 
standing gaffies, despit~ playing firsthand, you haven't got ~ clue." 
Mike Kruaek, 6th year 
, , Career record: 34-24 · 
Season rec.ord: 1-1 
.Ryan Schneider, Senior 
Career:706 of1160, 
9727 yards, 75 TDs ' : 
Season:60 of8\', 
700 yards, 6 TDs 
Alex Haynes, Junior 
Career:374 carries, 
1883 yards, 19 TDs 
Season: 30 carries, 
155 yards, 2 TDs 
Youth to improve coverage 
PauLPasqualoni, 12th-year 
Career record: 109-48-1 
Season record: 1-1 
RJ. Anderson, Sen'ior 
Career:211 of432, · ' 
3051yards,14 TDs, · 
Season: 39 of 63, 
517 yards, 3 TDs 
Walter Reyes, Junior 
Career: 268 carries, 
1556 yards, 22TDs 
Season: 44.carries, , 
27,8 yards, 4 TDs 
''Will UCF be able to stop Syracuse's run-
rnng g.une this Saturday?," a poll on the South 
F1orida Sun-Sentinel Web site asks thlS week 
Yes, according to 51.·2 percent of the 
respondents, But the Knights' -pass defense . 
. 'needs no poll All 25,144 spectators at the 
. Citrus Bowl last Saturday will sign on that.' 
After he carefully reviewed the FAU g-ame 1 
film, Kruczek concluded that UCF committed 
far ·fewer mistakes against the Owls than it · 
did in a 49-28 lc;>ss to 9th-ranked Vll'g'inia Tech, 
according to the Orlando Sentinel. · 
That film showed FAU receivers were less 
, open and. UCF'. d~fenders were close but, for 
whatever reason, UCFs secondary failed to . 
close on the ball. The1players were in the right 
position; they just didh't make the plays. 
Tu account for that, Krucz.ek is willing to 
toss his latest recruiting class right into the 
fire and hope they won't g-et burned Troy 
Washington and Ron Ellis, whp were both .on 
. the Orlando Sentinel's top 100 list of F1orida 
prospects a year ag-o, will g-et a heavy dose of 
g-ame-time at rorner ~ against Syracuse. 
·"I've told [defensive coordinator] Billy 
[D'Ottavio] to g-et them in, teach them and g-et 
them ready to play," Krucz.ek said 
. Sophomore W,atts honore4 by A-Sun 
FROM A7 C:t:µ:istine Zinner anqhors the Western Michigan is lead by 
backcourtwith 114'digs. , 'the three-headed monster of. 
The Golden Grizzlies are · 1-2 New Orleans is 3-6 this sea- . Carmen Malone, Shaylen· 
this season in invitational play. son in invitational play. Jackson and Kristy Ramsey, 
Oh Saturday afternoon UCF The Knights close ou~ the each with more than 60 kills. 
goes up against the University invitational on Saturday night · Jessica Holly has 256 of the 
' of New Orleans from the Sun . against Western Michigan in team's 331 assists, while Katy 
Belt Conference. The UniversitY Arena. UCF is 2-0 Dl}ffy averages 3.27 , digs per 
· · Privateers are ' 4-7. However, this season agaiilst Mid- game. 
• they have won three of their American Conference foes. . The-key for the Knights is to 
past four matches. Tlie Broncos are 5-3 this ' play rela¥ed. . 
"New Orleans i& a ·tough .year, with two of those losses "We are good because we 
! South: region opponent," coming against ranked oppo- have, fun," Colado saici ·before 
· Colado said .. ''We will have our nents. Western Michigan upset last weekend's gRme against 
' work cut out for us." . then-No.18 Ohio State in Bµ.ffalo. ''.And we have fun 
1 ' NeW Orleans returns seven Golumbus earlier this season. J:>ecause we are good." ' · · .' -
! iette.rmen from a team that ' ''.Traditionally Western · UCF has a 6-3 mark against 
: went 12-20 a year ~o. Outsi.de Michigan is a strong program," New Orleans and Oakland all-
: hitter Jennifer Cruz paces· the . Col8.do said. "That will be a time. It will be the first meeting 
• Privateers, averaging 3.54 kills teugh match · on · thek home for · UCF and Western· 
• 
• 
per game, . while · libero floor." Michigan . 
'.Women travel to FAD on Friday 
·• 1 ' I 
• FROM -A7 
. \ 
• Ryan Mcintosh made -three saves on the 
• gRme. . , 
Next for .the Knights is the UK 
~ Invitational Ffid~y night in Kentucky, · 
· where they will take on the Kentucky 
Wildcats. 
The women's game was decided by a 
late goal, scored by KU's junior Rachel 
Gilfill'an. UGF ( 4-2-0) . f~ed to , s~re in 
. part to Kent.ucky's goalkeeper Meghan 
· 1.Miller, who recorded her third shutout of 
_ the season and tied a KU record. 
KU (6-1-0) held the upper hand in th,e 
championship gRme, taking a total of'21 
shots to UCF's six attempts. . · 
"I thought we created a lot· of chances 
for ourselves today," said Mark Francis, 
head coach ·of the Wildcats. 
The ~ghts defense,. led by .toi.irna-
ment defensive MVP Shanno,n Wmg, kept 
the score close, as they continued to pres-
. sure their. opponents. 
"They could have nicked one in," 
. Francis said, "theq it is a different game." 
UCF, which defeated San Diego State · 
in the opening round of the tournament,· 
was held scoreless for the first time this 
season. 
Three UQF players were named to the 
All-Tournarh~nt team following ihe gRme. · 
Freshman forward Mo'nique Aviles, mid-
fielder ·Courtney Baines and· defender 
Wmg all-received the honor. 
The Knights will begin defense of their 
Atlantic Sun title at 7 p.m. Friday. They 
travel south to Boca Raton where tl;ley 
will take OIJ. F1orida Atlantic. UCF defeat-
17 ed the Owls 2~0 in their only meeting la'!st B~ HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ~ season. ,t. Junipr Allison Blagr'itf provid~s leadership on a young women's team. 
MAC PREVIEW 
. 
Ball State (1-2) vs.Central Michigan (2~ 1) 
. . SERIES: Ball state and Central Michigan 
are even in the series, 17-i 7-1. 
LAST MEETING: Ball State has won the 
last three meetings, including a 38:-21 victo-
ry last year. . 
M,ATCHUP: This is the first conference 
ganie for both teams. Ban State is averaging · 
i9. 7 points a contest while ·centriµ Michigan 
·put up 29.7. 
i PREDi9TION: Central Michigan 3f, Ball 
State24. 
Pittsburgh (2-0) vs. Toledo (2-1) 
SERIES: Pittsburg leads series 1-0. 
LAST MEETING:. Pittsburgh recorded a 
37-9 victory last year. 
MATCHUP: Tuledo is flying high follow-
ing. their 24-17 win at Marshall in front of a . 
national televised audience last weekend, 
they must now come down to earth and face 
possibly tlie best team in the Big East 
Conference. 
PREDIGTION: Pittsburgh 36, Tuledo 17 · ' 
Eastern Michigan (1-3) vs. Navy (1-1) 
SERIES: This . is the first ;meetiri.g · 
between the two programs. 
Kent State 1 
Ohio 0 
Marshall 0 
/ Miami (Ohio) 0 
.Ceptral Florida 0 
Buffalo 0 
Akron 1 
West: 
· Bow1ing Green 0 . 
· Northern lltinois 0 
, BallState _ 10 
Central Michigan 0 
', 
' Eastern Michigan 0, 
Toledo 1 : 
' 
; Western Michigarr 0-
' 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 3 0 
0 2 '·o 
0 2 , 2 
0 2 . 
1 1 
0 2 .,. 
0 ·2 
MATC,HUP: Navy is co:ntjng off the WJ'ong 
end of a 17-3 decision . againSt TCU and 
looks to tune-up ~ts offen8e as it plays host ~o 
Ea.Stern Micltjgan. · , 
· PREDICTION: Navy 17, E. Michigan 9'. · 
. ; 
Connecticut (2-1) vs". Buffalo (0-3) 
Marshall (1-2)vs.Kansas State (4-0) 
SERIES: This is the first meeting between · 
'the two scl;tools. . . 
· , MATCHUP: Marshall's Darius Watts leads •· 
the MAC with 26 catches' for 336 yards and . 
three' touchdowns, He'll showcase his talents 
against the No. 6 ranked team in the nation. ' 
PREDICTION: KanSas St. 42, Marshall 24 .ci 
' ' ' • ~ ' f • I 
Kent State (2-1) vs.Penn State (1-2) . 
LAsT MEETING: Buffalo won a 27-20 SERIES: Penn State owns a 1-0 advantage 
· contest in 2001. . in the series. , . · ~· 
MATCHUP: Connecticut had a six-g.une · LAST MEETING: Penn State recorded a 
SERIES: Connecticut leads the series 7-
. . , 
1. 
. win:nillg streak snap in last week hom,e loss 21-6 victory in_ 1965. 
to Boston Colleg-e. Buffalo currently own8 MATCHUP: With a loss, Penn State'.s t> 
C9lleg-e footban:s long-est losing streak at 13. Fbotball program will hit it lowest p0int .in 
'I>REDTCTION: Connecticut · 33, · Buffalo decad · 1 • 
. es. , 
. 14. . PREDICTION: Pernl. State 35, Kent St. 13 
. .;. 
: Miami(OH)(1-1) vs.Colorado State (2-1) Howard (0-2)vs.)\kron (1-2) , 
SERIES: This · is the first meeting SERIES: this is the first meeting between 
between the two schools. - th tw e oprograms, . : , .. 
MATCIWP: This contest features Miami MATCHUP: Akron's Charlie Frye leads -1l 
-Of Ohio's Ben Roethlisberger and Co~orado the MAC with~ completions for 1,082 yru.$ 
·state's'Bradlee Van Pelt. Colorado State )las' and five touChdowns. , : 
the nation's 17th ranked run defense. PREDIC'pON: Akron 35, Howaro 14 · , 
. . PRE;DICTION: f;olorado State 33, Miami , · · ' 
, (OH) 21. · Bowling Green (Hl)Ns. Ohio State (3-0) 
Northern Illinois (2-0) vs.Alabama (2~ 1) ~=~t1IJ =~~·a 44-13 
SERIES: Thls is the first" meeting rout ofBGU ill 1997. ,1 
between the two schools. 1 " MATCHUP: The MAC needs this one. MATCHUP~ Nortllern Illinois is no PREDICTION: Bowlibg Green 23, Ohio 
slouch. With a: Will, a top 25 ranking is guar- Sj;ate 21 · 
an teed. . , 
I PREDICTION: Alabama 28, Northern Last week: 8-2 (8-2 a.gain.st sp n;a.d). 
Illinois 27. Season: 8-2 (8-2 a.gainst sprea.d) . 
I Columnist 
I ,, . 
'· Find CYUt what's worth yCYUr 
time when yCYU're CYUt of class. 
Don't stay home~ GET OUT! 
i ~ ~ . l 
l> 1 ThursdaySept.18 · 
: It's the t~ird Thursday of the 
month and Thornton Park is ready for 
action. The east-Of-Eola enclave iS in 
; its ,prime tonight when area ·shops 
' stay open late, music fills the air and 
- ' 
" 
- ~ ' 
" * 
· meal speci3.ls are 
abundant. Sip . 
cocktails . and · 
wine on the patJo 
of Hue 
Restaurant ' or 
watch 'the people 
go by; on one of 
the many cafe 
terraces. Clothes " 
and accessory' 
shops on 
. a Washington Street ~d Summer~ 
·11 Avenue stay open and offer fi;ibulous. 
... specials. Thornton Park is the place 
to be from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Ey~Spy masquerad~s downtown as the fictitious 
International Import-Export Co. . 
Friday Sept.19 
,Take ih the secret agent atmos-
phere at EyeSpy downtown on 
Orange Avenue. The bar.is hidden in 
, an alleyway where only ll)jldercover 
• , . agents and the humble can get in. 
Inside, the walls are covered with 
· gadgets and surveillance cameras, 
fulfilling the effect of a spy haven. 
Taste top-secret concoCtions while 
you listen to music from the jukebo~ 
Whether . you're an international 
stowaway or a 'local secret ·agent, 
;EY.eSpy offers a ~i¥e .house witQ gre,at 
· drinks and a private atmosphere. DJs 
spin on weekends and different theme · 
. ·nights are featured throughout the 
week. Check out the Web site· for the 
secret pass\vord or call 407-246-1599 . 
.www.eyespy-orlando.com 
I . 
Saturday Sept. 20 * . 
. So, ' your mom thinks . you're the 
' • best looking guy or girl· around, but 
, could you really be a model? 
• Bloomingdale's and TCG Models are 
. •hosting an open cajl for aspiring mod-
i! : els in the area at Bloomingdale's in 
the Millenia Mall. Six finalists will be 
~ ~elected for a final fashion showcase, 
itt but in the end only one man and one 
woman will be chosen to appear fu a 1 
fashion shoot -for Orlap.do Leisure . 
mag,tZine. · l 
Registration begins at .10 a.m. on 
Saturday. Jn order to participate, you . 
• must be between the ages of 18-25 
with no prior modeling experience. If . 
'"-~ , you're· · vertically challenged, you · 
won't make the height r~uiremerits 
which are 5'7" for females and 5'10" 
for males. If you and your mom think. 
you have what it takes, call 407-302-
2272, ext. 102, to confirm your spot. 
. I 
t11 Sunday Sept. 21 
Ifs a bi~ of a· hike~ but if you're a 
die-hard New. Y0f.k Yankees· ~an like · 
me, you'll be making the 'trek to St.' 
. Petersburg. Catch the last of the 
three-game series on Sunday 
., between the Bronx Bombers and the 
Tii.mpa Bay Devil Rays at Tropicana • 
;Field. With .'not dogs, home runs and 1 
,, plenty of row~y bleacher creatures, .it 
will defj.nitely be a good, old-fashio;ned 
· day at the ballpark. Call 727-8Q8-
RAYS fortickets. J ' 
Monday Sept. 22 
es.-
" 
Following the 
football teanl to 
~awayg~e · 
~an be more fun · 
. . . 
than what's ·on 
the field . 
. . BE~fBAIRD · 
Senior Staff Writer 
\VT hen · the football 
"W 
1 
team travels ov~r 
1,200 miles to · 
Syracuse, N.Y.; this 
Saturday; some UCF 
students will follow 
. them on what has come to · 
bEi know'n quite simply as a road . 
trip. Two weeks ago, I embarked' upon -
such an adventure following the Knights 
, hundreds . of miles, and hundreds of 
· \ . beers, to BlaCksburg, Va., with 50 of my 
closest friends. 
. Tl}.e. plan: ·travel 695. 75 miles from the 
UCF Phi Delta Theta. to the Vl:rgini.a Tuch 
P:pi Delta Theta house in B~acksbm:g on a 
'· · bus with' more thau 50 people; sleep at the 
~aternity house; tailgate at the UCF vs. 
Vrrgini.a Tech game; besiege downtown 
. Blacksburg~ come back home and be 
ready for class the next day. . · . 
'!'he reality: buses have a device that 
prevents speed abo".e 72 miles ·per hour; 
· bus driver.$ stW> every two hours (seem.- · 
ing1.y every two minutes); hotels we not 
always cleaner or more preferable than a 
fraternity house; flatulence can be both 
constant and' persistent. . 
T)le departure time set for 6 a.m. 
Saturday on the three-day Labor Day 
weekend (the . kickoff was Sunday 
evening) created a situation in which a 
•·"() few people Who were still sober followmg 
. Friday night di'ove the rest to the frater-
nity house to catch the bus .. This ·natural- . 
, · ly created room for a lot of 'drunken 
"Hotels 
are not always 
cleaner than a 
. fraternity house, 
~nd flatulence 
can be constant/' 
I 
behavior; in one instance, a girl thought a 
banner would work wel). as a. substitute 
for a blanket, not realizing it ,was still wet 
With paint. . ' 
The bus did arrive, late, and we set out 
on our journey; leaving behind Darwin 
Drive, · Alafaya . Trail, Up,iversity 
Boulevard anll, I'm assuming, 417, but 
the fantasy football fanatics are ready to 
go towar. 
that 
fact cannot be ver- . ' 
· ified as I and ne~ly all 
of my companions had 
· .fallen asleep and did not \ 
· wake up until we had left Florida and 
entered the South. 
True, Florida is a geographically 
Southern state, but once th~ bus arrived , 
in Georgia I was reminded that Florida is· 
not a culturally Southern state. In 
Orlando, signs commonly read "No shoes, 
No shirt, No service!" Georgia does not 
seem to have this ·ruie. The first, thing I 
·saw in Georgia was 1a inan with a II\ullet 
and no shirt in a gas station. It was time 
to get out of Georgia 
We passed through the rest of Georgia 
without incident, though I soon disc;ov~ 
erea that re~taurants outside of the 
Orlando metro area are 'not required to 
'take my Bank of Anterica VIBa check 
card. !also discovered that B~r Kings 
. I 
Universal CityWalk's The Jiroove 
hosts the Second Annual World Flair 
Bartending' Championship SundaY, 
· Monday and Tuesday. Champions will 
need to be fast, have flair. and b~ a 
good showman at pouring creative 
drinks. The competition costs $299 to 
enter but could get you · $25,000 in 
cash and 'prizes. 
FrenZied fans . 
get chance to 
coach teams. 
· Sunday afternoon isn't just · about 
watching two teams battle; it's about tak-
. · ing a team into battle. - , _ 
"[Fan~asy 
football] gives 
The competition is free to watch. 
Included in tlie registr~tion fee are 
four nights at the Royal Pacific 
·Resort, the entry fee, a park p'ass, and 
more. The competition runs from 11 
• a:m. to 7 p.IlL Sunday and Monday; . 
and from 2:30 p.nL to ~ 1 p.m: on finals . 
day, Tuesday. 
Fbr more information call Patrick 
Henry Creative Prqniotions at 800- · 
856-6876' or . send an e-inail to 
hilip@phcp.com . . 
.. 
VANESSA PASTORE 
Contrib.uting Writer 
Most people will never own a profes- · 
sional football team. Most people won't 
get the chance to coach one either. But . 
that hasn't stopped hundreds of students 
from living the dream every weekend. 
Throughout the' campus, faint whis-
pers of fantasy football strategizing can 
be heard. Whethe:r it's two guys in the 
back of the class devising a gfU!le plan, or 
a huddle of opponents talking smack in 
th ~ch line at Wendy's, it 's obvious that 
Frotn september to December, the 
fantasy football population .a.t UCF 
. becomes a sort_ of subculture. Creating 
their own lingo and hanging out in packs, 
they are playing for money; beer, bragging 
rights or just the pure satisfaction of win-
ning. 
Rachad Chokr, a UCF criminal justice 
major, has been scrutinizing·and making 
changes to his team for the last four 
years. "I lo\re fanta.Sy football/' he said. "It 
gives you a chance to be part of the game. 
Not only part of it, but also be in control of 
it ." > 
Fbr players like Chokr, it's all about 
control. ''Unlike watching the NFL, where 
.·you a.chance to 
be part of the· 
game. Not only 
.part of it; but 
also· be in 
control of it.'~ 
~ -RACHAD CHOKR 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE MAJOR 
\fou, get frustrated with the coach of. your .~r.-___,_ _________ _ 
in 
Georgia are strange 
places with a disturbingiy short 99-cent 
menu and an affection for low-quality 
cups prone. to spilling beverages in JllY 
lap. ·. -, . , 
South Carolina and North Carolina 
were a blur of ''.Animal House" and 
"Austin Powers" movies mixed with sleep . 
and further· drunkenness. By this time, 
drunkennes$ was becoming the trend -
enter a new state, drink a n,ew kind of 
· beer. (Georgia is apparently the best state 
for beer, as a 40-ounce container can be · 
· purchased.) ' . . 
FiriW!y; we arriv~ in Vrrginia. The 
PLEASE SEE TAILGAITING ON A 10· 
favorite team, . . . the fantasy league 
[allows] yoU' [to] make the draft picks, 
trade [players] and choose who will start. 
And if your t.eam loses, you have no one 
elSe to blame but yourself." · 
James Wllkening, associate director 
of the UCF Recreation and Wellness 
Center, endorses f~tasy football: "[It] 
h~ con~ued to grow through the years ' 
at UCF and in the nation. fhave partici-
. pated in many [leagues] myself and'lmow 
of several of my staff members that still 
do." 
Upon signing up for a team; a person 
transforms from an '.'armchair quarter-
back" into an updated version of "e-
coach." The newly anointed fantasy foot-
ball league owner and coach is responsi-
ble for assembling a team of NFL profes-
sionals that are capable of creating a 
'. ' 
.. ~LEASE SEE STUDENTS ON A10 t 
.,. . j 
' --·----~ ' 
. . 
Tailgaiting pr0wesS of Virginia Tech football fans left UCF road trippers awestruck · ~ 
family home than a fraternity the tailgate. . perform cheers of "GO UCF," 
house - a much nicer place to. Of co.urse UCF students are no. which were drowned out by thou-
. mountains begaii . to tower. 'The stay in than the questionable · strangers to tailgating, but the sands of Hokie fans who would not 
Floridians gawked at the sight of a 'hotel Alas, the house was not sheer scope of Virginia Tech tail- be outdone in. their own stadimµ. 
. cliff, 'and we arrived at the hotel right beside campus and took gating is something to stand in The game was brutal, causing 
FROM A9 
''It was our reason 
f~r the journey, for 
putt~ng up with 
sle'eping on floors 
and for eating at 
the Burger King.',, 
:.__where some members of the group some time to find It turned out to awe of. The entire city seemed to .fans to be more excited about the 
t were staying sometime in the be on a farm, a real farm with be outside co6kingon a barbeque UCFcheerleactersthanourdismal 
1
1 early evening. . Unfortunately-for horses and everything. 1It, too, was grill and drinking a beer. Another -first and seconQ_ quarters on the 
the bus and its driver, the hotel located on the top of a hill, and we ·major difference from tailgating at field Hpwever, the third quarter 
was on the top of a very steep hill were once·agam stuck without the · home seemed to be that there was was electric . .UCF seemed sure to 
1 This caused the bus to bottom out bus being able to go up. no fear by ·those in Virginia of come back from its nearly 30-point 
· j1 ' its ~~k; for the rest of ~e trip, the · At this point, food was a neces- police retribution for any shady deficit. The , Hokies had finally · 
- - bus did not go up the hill. sity. Most had not eaten since the practices at the ·festivities, even become silent. Everyone in black , 
. l Inside . the hotel; I became BurgBr King in Mullet' Land, and it' . wpen the keg stands began. · · and gold began chanting "over-
! aware that it :vl\3.s not the Peapody . was time to change that. When . Our group oecame friendly rated" to the ninth~rl:i.nked - top of a rickety st~e._ 
I on I-Drive. Travelers who wished you're on top of a mountain, on a· with a neighboring group of Virginia Tech. Then the ball was That night we visited six bars. I 
1 only for a hot shower and a place farm, with no car, food is diffictllt to Lambda Chis .who also had made ' stolen by the Hokies on a Ry8Jl was repeatedly questioned .by the 
I to rest were greeted by small come by. It took calls to five pizza the trek from UCF (though I must Schne1de)' pass, a'.nd for the UCF Virginia Tech crowd as to why I 
1 rooms, carpet with an al~y shop_s before the best-tasting say it was a much smaller gro~p fans, tbe game was over. . didn't have a f~e Ill Apparently 
rpoist feel, and showers in which (worst-tasting, had we not been so than we'd brought). Songs were After the loss, we deciqed to Blacksburg is far more lenient-on 
th_e water dripped rather than hungry) pizza arrived. , exchanged between t.b-e two see what downtown Blacksburg using fake IDs than Orlando is. 
sprayed. The next morning held promise groups and both were sure that was all about. The i:lo-WUtown was And I was constantly amazed at 
It was quickly fuhe to get to the - FOOTBALL! It was our reason · UCF would prevail in the football adjacerit to the campus and was , the friendly attitude c;>f the-
fraternity house. The fraternity for the jo1.ll'lley, for putting up with game,. despite the 20-point spread. filled wl.th college bars , and. not Virginians, who kept comfug ·up 
recently had acquir~d an immacu- sleeping on 'P.oors and for eating at . The streets were energized. much else'. We · found nearly the . and saying, "You had us scared for 
late building reminiscent more of a the Burger King. It was time for . Entering the stadium required we entire UCF fan base in a bar at the a while" with a smile. 
~· Students catCh Janta5y football fever . · . 
t .FROM A9 ' ~ 
I ~ I solid mix of passing, re<ieiving, rushlilg, kicking L and defendillg. 
, The ultimate game plan for every fantasy coach 
is to take the field with, the best possible players 
with the best possible chance of performing well 
during the real games. Players with the strongest 
stats btjng the most value to the fantasy roster. 
Virtually anyone can take part in one or more 
fantasy leagues with little or no experience. AU 
that's required is a love fo:r the game Jmd a passion 
to be the best each week. 
. There are. sewn recognized steps to starting a 
fant~ football league: · · · ' 
1. Recruit people to play. Assembling a league 
world. There doesn't have to be a ,set' number of 
owners per league, but an even number qf teams 
is preferred because it guarantees a he~-to-head 
match up each week'. 
2. :Elect a comniissioner. The· commissioner is 
.responsible for the league constitution and all final, 
decisions. ' ' ' ' · 
players are acquired Drafts are either conduct~ 
artificially py computer, or the rosters are ml;lde 
during a o/e draft that allows each coach to make 
the decision. , . · • · · 
· 5. ·Research, all rosters-,-:. Knowing ihe match· 
ups each week can be the difference between' a 
win and a loss. Be sure that the starting players 
are healthy. "Have an adequate backup to fill the 
position," said Dave Barnhijl, a UCF student. 
"Having a good bench team bewild yolir' starters 
· can be the key to willili:ng games." It ·is also :Unpor-
tant to know When players have a week off. 
6. Trade. Teams can continue to trade 
tlli-oughout the season. Teams can alSo pick up 
fr,ee agents. along the way. It's an add/drop sys-
tem; if you want to pick a playerup, you must drop 
one of the curreµt players on yom; roster. 
7. Have fun. It's called fantasy football for a 
reason. . 
With closing time, some in our 
group decided to "water" both the . 
flowers and a large sign welcom- '> 
ing guests to Virginia Tuch. Once 
again we loaded the bus and went 
baek to the house. 
We got up the :riext morning 111  
decidedly less early than we had 
·the day before. The ride home was 
to be just as long, but it seemed . 
longer. Th~.closerwe got to Flo'rida; 
the worse a mystery smell became. 
It became apparent that the win-
dow8 on this bus did not open .. The •• 
source of the smell was discovered 
and turned out to be vomit from a 
brother who'd perhaps had a little 
too much to driiJ.k that morning. 
· But we pressed on through the 
magic of air freshener and headed 
home tO the Sunshine State. 
: .. Whether it is this weekend· or a · ~ 
weekend next month, jump on a 
. bus or in a car and embar~ on a'-
college road trip. Yoa're sure to get ~) 
more· than ju8f a hangover. 
· of possible own.ers can be accomplished two ways. 
. You can persuade friends to participate in a 'prir 
rvate league or jom'a public league where you com-
pete with fantasy football fans from .all over the 
· 3, A'gree on a scoljng system and rules. There 
are several variations for point ~stribhtion and 
scoring o~ fantasy football Each league will have 
its own point system, and eac:ti member Qf a league 
must agree on one system to avoid discrepancies. 
The size of the roster alSo varies from league to 
league. , Most leagti,es allow each team to pick up , 
an average of 15 to 17 players, permitting only 
eight players to start each week These eight 
starters will accuµnllate_'points during their indi-
vidual ganies. Some leagues also use defe~e in 
their scoring !>JStems. · · . 
4. Hol~ a draft. Just as in the-NFL, this is how 
Although.football season has begun, th~re are 
plenty of fantasy football leagues that are still 
open. Wr1 more-information,· visit the leagues at 
yahoo.com or cbs.sportsline.com . . 
ERIC STEVENSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
'Ryan Collins and Danny Qiaz check their Yahoo! fantasy fqotball tea_m statistics 
online while watching.a Miami Dolphins football game. · ' -
c ' 
' 
\ 
( 
10 Wing~ 
Ranch- -
Celery 
reg Fries -. 
. & Soft Drink 
2·0 WING·S •9·99I1 o~· ft~·w· i:;u~:~::;es . . • w/pitkup/ corry OU!, SJudent ID, exp.~30/22 rte9't 
HOURS: .AN R~f-URAN.!: PIZZE~~ 
Mon. - Thurs. . 
llam-JOpm 
1003 LOCKWOOD BL V'D. • OV1EDO • 407-977-9477 
IN WIN-DIXIE SHOPPING CENTER 
FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATI;D! 
· Friday 
llam-llpm 
Saturday 
· llam-JOpm 
Sunday Closed 
~ .
l 1662 UNIVERSllY BLVD. 
ORLANDO, FL 32817 
I , 
lOo/0 'OFF 
. '· . . ' 
TO ALL STUDENTS/FACULTY MEMBERS · 
. · · ·· wiihm · · _· ' · 
OPEN 24 HOURS ON FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS 
SUNDAY- THURSDAY I 6om - 11 pm 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY All Day 24 hours 
·. 
I ' 
1oob in the :Jututt 
_ efea-turing 
• Costa Rica's Finest 
Gourmet Coffee-Cafe Britt 
· ~ ,A Wide Selection of Goun;net Teas · 
• Organic Cpffee and rea Available 
• .Gourmet Desserls & Breakfast 
• Relaxed, Elegdnl Almosphere 
~ Sofas & Tables 
• Broadband T- 1 Connecllon 
• Wireless T- 1 for L9ptops ., 
• Dell Computer with CD Burners 
ff REE '~ -FR--EE~ ~ 
1 Sp.eoiolty l.t\ 2i week:J · 1 
: Coffee or Teo! 1 ' Broadband/f-1 : .. - - - - ~ 
I. with PurClllJ!le of Coffee.~ ~Usage or Wireless ... 1 5 °/o off Teo. Cookie or PQStry .l '"' - " I 
' at ~eou1orPrk:e '1 ( Connection 1 Any Purchase 1· Not vaficf with any:,oUier offerv~- l (: Valid fhtu Dtlc 3 1. 2003 ., t Not v1;1hd with ~my tit'lat otf~rc . 
.. ~~ :!'e·!"'~31,!3 .. .i. :... (~ ..r;'.!°t.~> .......... ~h~OQi::• !!1?\:! 1?-31-0~ 
407-482-5000 
12078 Col teghlte Woy• Orlando 
Ac ross fron:i UCF, Behind App l eb ee's ln Col leglote Squpre 
1 0% Off Pu rchase with valid UCF Student/Faculty ID 
. , 
The Dragon Court restqurants offer a selection of house specialties and · 
traditional Chinese,fav.orites to please any and all palates,_We are proud to ' 
· serve the finest entree's using the freshest meats, seafood, and vegetables. 
I 
'All of us at The Dragon Courl ~ish the Faculty, . 
Staff, anti Students. a safe and successful 
Fall semester. 
\ . ' 
We look forward to another gn;Jat year 
serving the UCF community! 
Tuscawilla Bend s'tlopping, Center·_ , University Palms Sh~pping Plaza 
2200 Winter Springs Blvd, Suite 115 ' , 4250 Alafaya Trail, Suite 200 
Oviedo, FL 32765 ' Oviedo, FL 32765 
407_359_8005 Dine,in and take-out available. 407_359_1888 . 
Mon-~at llain- lOpm, Sun 1 2pm-~pm " 
'• 
. 
' ' 
407-282-4000 
, . ' 
.i\cross From UCF ' · 
In the 'U-c7 flaza 
Open Unt.il 4:00am 
Thilrsday, Friday, &. Saturday 
~ l l :OOam - 4:00am 
Sunday through Wednesday . 
ll:OOam - 2:00am · -
Free Delivery 
All Menu Items Delivered 
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Open ~e door, 
President ,ffitt 
' I . 
T uesdaywas a remarkable day for the student body, as 
President John Hitt sat 
down and listened to anyone who 
. . had something'to say. 
Periodically, UCF's top acbbiil-
istrators host such a session, 
-..yhich they call an open forum. 
Also attending were Vice . 
Presidents Tetry Hickey, Tum 
Huddleston, William Merck and 
Dan Holsenbeck, all of whom are 
I more accessible to students than 
Hitt. The session lets students air 
grievances and occasionally even 
bestow compliments. The foruiru,; 
don't occur often, maybe once a 
semester. Campus political 
groups jump at the chance to 
participate when one is 
announced. 
The topics at this event 
ranged from asp~ drawing a 
link between militarism and 
UCF's Career Expo, to com-
plaillts from melfibers of the 
Marching Knights band who've 
been told to keep quiet during 
reheafsals so as not to disrupt 
footb8u practices. A slniling Hitt 
confronted most of the comments 
thrown his way, deflecting only 
those that were obscure. 
Unfortunately, when asked 
about his relationship with the 
Future, Hitt 00came evasive. He 
clearly didn't want to answer the 
1 questions he was being asked -
like why he won't talk to the . 
Future, the voice of the students, 
and how the paper can improve 
its relationship with him. 
Ind~ for years, Hitt has , 
avoided ahswering anything from 
the innocuous to the controver-
sial questions we've tried to ask. 
It hasn't been easy getting Hitt to 
· return a phone call, or an e-mail, 
or even to keep him from brush-
ing off student journalists who · 
approach him in public. He says 
the cold-shoulder treatment is 
becaus~ we're biased and inaccu-
rate. 
That may be his perception, 
but neither is intentional. The · 
Future is staffed, by students. 
We're guingto make-mistakes, 
' but they are the normal mistakes 
made during a learning process. 
Hitt's gru~ ag'Rinst the 
paper apparently was born soon 
after he arrived at UCF in 1992. 
' On a proposal to regulate bicy-
cles on· campus, the new adminis-
. tration and a long-departert 
Future staff disagreed. The 
Future published an insulting, 
altered photograph of Hitt and 
promoted protests ag'Rinst his 
admfuistration. 
More than a decade later, the • 
school ha,s grown by 20,000 stu-
dents to become the state's sec-
ond-largest public university, and 
the prominence of faculty and · 
research on campus continues to 
elevate UCF's national profile. 
Yet the Future seems to still be 
sufferfug from the effects of an 
argument over bicycles. 
When ~ked Why- one of 
many questions we rarely get to 
ask~ Hitt smiled a. s~ained, 
uncomfortable smile. He said he 
didn't think he could clarify it, 
other tl;lan to say he -yvon't talk to 
the paper's staff n;iembers until 1 
he con~ll!-des the Future iS accu-
. rate arid fair in its coverag-e. 
Again, that's hik perception. 
But the perception of the paper's 
peers suggests the Future is per-
forming its role better than ever. 
Earl,ier this month the paper was 
named a finalist for a Pacemaker 
award presented by the 
Associated College Press, the 
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largest and.oldest national organ-
ization for college student media. 
·The Pacemaker is the highest 
accolade bestowed on college . 
newspapers, and being named a 
finalist is a first for the Future. 
Among those who understand 
the challenges confronted l:>Y the 
student 'press, the Future is thus 
. considered to be one of tb.e best. 
But that's not a boast. We 
know we're professionals in 
training. That's a university's 
role-· to take eager students 
and, though education and 
· opportunities for hands-on expe-
rience, help them become pol-
ished pros. We never deliberately 
let our standards slip, but when 
mistakes are made, we want and 
need to know. Specific problems·, 
when they are pointed out, help 
us continue to l~ A rebuff 
ollly serves to place more dis-
tance - and potentially inore 
room for unintentional error -
between the source of th~ infor-
mation and the paper. 
No one from· the staff in 1992 
remains with the Future. The 
paper isn't even owned by the 
same people. But it's as though 
that staff never left; its legncy 
apparently hasn't. . ~ 
• 
1 At the end of the forum, which 
ran long thanks to the gracious 
administrators, some left sati.S-
fied, some not: TheF'uture 
remains in the latter categurY. 
President Hitt, will we ever 
get back to where we were in 
1992, when you said "Hello" to 
UCF through this newspaper? 
The Future is a deserving forum, 
with an essential role to play. 
Students want to hear from you 
onra variety of topics, just as you 
hear from them - and more 
than !Jnce a semester. 
Reh.off of FCC rules 
' . 
. ' ' 
'could save airwaves 
• I n a monumental. vote that 
many are descnbing as a 
. huge victory for the , . 
American public, the U.S. Senate 
passed a resolution Thursday 
that vetoed the FCC's media 
ownership rule changes. If the 
rule changes had been irp.ple- , 
mented, media companies would 
be allowed to own more newspa-
pers, television stations arid 
· radio stations in a single media ' 
' market. 
The FCC's changes would 
also allow a single media compa-
ny to control up to 45 ·percent of 
TV market share tor the entire 
co~try. The public could see a 
gra.tlual reduction.in the diversity 
of information that it is exposed 
to. 
Major media companies argue 
they need th~ changes so they 
can grow and compete ag'Rinst 
othEW companies. Translation: 
"We want to make more money." 
The key to this pl~ would be a 
wave of mergers and acquisitions 
that would produce larger, inore 
powerful media conglomerates, 
and fewer small broadcasters. 
That's exactly what happened 
the last time the FCC relaxed 
media regulations with the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996. 
It was supposed to help con-
sumers by cre~ting competition 
between companies. In fact, it did 
the opposite, and monstrous con-
glomerates followed. 
The Telecommunications Act 
playect a significant role in the 
chain of events leading to the· 
reduction in diversity of music 
you hear on the radio. Fbllowing 
1 that act, wl}ich was supported by 
Clear Channel Communications, · 
one of the ~st radio chains in 
the nation, the list of unique new 
musie shrank, as the media 
chains dominating national radio 
relied on stricter, more hm;noge-
nized play lists. The next time 
you hear J-Lo's newest .release 
for the millionth time, you'll know 
who to thank. ' 
The FCC's most recent deci- , 
sion so flagrantly favors a special 
. interest over the general public 
that it has received strong negR-
tive attention from both the 
Democratic party and, to a lesser 
exterit, the Republican party. 
The Senate understands the 
damagB" this could do to this 
country's freedom of information 
and, in a rare move, has imp0sed 
a congressional veto upon the 
FCC changes. 
What this means is that, at 
least temporarily, media oompa~ 
nies will be preve:nted from merg-: 
ing into even larger corporate 
behemoths that would control 
mor.e of the information that 
Aniericans receive. ' 
This type of veto, which has , 
only been successfully used once 
·before, requires a majority vote 
in the Senate and House of , 
Representatives and then must 
~ approved by the president. If . 
President George W. Bush choos-
es ~o reject it, which the White 
House has threatened, then the 
Senate and House must come up 
with a two-thirds vote to oveITide 
the president. 
, If the congressiona). veto does- . 
n't pass and the FCC I'ule 
chru:i.ges gu into effect, expect a 
decline in the diversity of media 
you ll!-ve access to. Were' a trend 
toward medla deregulation to 
continue, we could end up relying 
on a singular media monopoly to . 
give us,an of our news. 
. Imagine l:l.Il'America with that 
kind of stranglehold on the 
media, then you'll.know the hor-
ror of the end of freedom of infor-
mation as we know it. 
l. 
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READER VIEWS 
Discomforting· symbols .don't belong 
President Hitt, it makes me· uncomfortable to 
have tµe American flag displayed in any classroom. 
You have given a clear definition of what the 
flag means to you - "our freedom of speech, our 
right to dissent, the rights of political minorities, 
and our tradition of democracy." The very nature of 
the flag as a symbol dpens it up to many interpre-
tations, not limited to your own. None of these 
interpretations justify placing it in our classrooms. 
What if I believed that the Christian cross sym-
bo.ijzes the.moral foundation of our justice system? 
Or that the Confederate flag celebrates states' 
rights as defined by our 10th Amendment? That 
the Israeli flag signifies the strugg1.e of Jewish peo-
ple ag'Rinst tyrants and oppressors? 'fb.at the 
Iraqi flag represents new freedom and democracy 
in the lVnddle East or that a Playboy magazine pic-
torial celebrates women's liberation and the sexu-
, al revolution? 
These. interpretations demonstrate lofty ideals, 
bu,t they are simply one of many interpretations, 
and they do not justify placing any of these sym-
bols; in the classroom. 
A classroom should facilitate learning by pro-
victµlg comfort and security- climate control, · 
lighting,.seats, and writing space. There is nothing 
fundamental to a religious, cUituraJ, or political 
symbol that facilitates learning. .1 
A flag may serve the secondary educational 
purpose of demonstration - e.g. "this is what an .. 
American flag 1ooks like"' - but I suspect most of 
us have a guod mental picture of the flag and, if 
not, any history textbook worth its cover price 
should show the U.S. flag alongside many others. 
I am happy that you have such a positive image 
of the Ameri~ flag and I encolll<$:J you to dis-
play the flag in your own home and about your. ( . 
property. You can even buy advertising space and 
• spread your love of the flag to a broad audience. 
But when you compel others to attend class in a . 
public space with a symbol that makes them 
uncomfortable, this is inappropriate, unprodu~tive, 
and even offensive. · 
-:- ROBERTSHMERUNG . 
MS. OVIL ENGINEERING 
,Cops going too far for safety 
The administration needs to think long and 
hard about its attempts at squelching a tradition 
that has existed since well before UCF was even 
known as such. I simply ~ot understand how 
arrestiilg its own students can seem like the solu-
tion to boosting attendance at their football games. 
I went to every home. game (yes, inside the game) 
,my freshman and sophomore years, how..ever, I did 
not attend one single game last season due to my ·. 
fear of getting ·arrested for unde~age drinking. 
This season I decided it was time to once ag'Rin gu 
watch our befoved Knights play. After all, I'm 21; so 
· ·no trouble, right? . 
Wrong. The only difference is that the ticket has 
changed. Now instead or' getting accused of under-
age drinking, I got a ticket for distributing to 
underage drinkers. Hold on - let's get this 
straight. Some friends and· I bought a couple of 
ca.ses of beer, put them on my tailg11.te, grabbed 
one for each of us, a.Iid left it open. Someone who 
wasn't of age grab.bed a beer, aild now I'm being 
prosecuted. Apparently I need to be a bouncer, 
identifying every person.who takes.a beer from 
me. . 
Most people can afford to simply pay the fine 
and move on, but I am a fourth year undergrad 
with one of my majors being secondary education. 
How on earth am I supposed to get a job teaching 
children when I'm being accused of .handing out 
alcohol to them? ' 
Tu top it off, the officers were writing thingB in 
the papers I had never said or done, completely 
made up nonsehse. When I refused to sign such 
·papers, the officer handling my case met me wit.h 
' this response: "You are either guing to sign these . 
papers orl will bring you to jail and impound your · 
truck." It's appalling that the UCF administratioll' 
is sanctioning these clowns. I ask the Future to · 
please post every letter written regRrding the 
issue, as it is the only voice that I am aware of 
which I ~ow the administration will see. Perhaps 
hearing the voice·of the newfound criminals in its 
student body will help it wake up. 
' -OtAD HOLMES 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SECONDARY EDUCATION 
Bush to blame for peace troubles 
Bigotry from pro-terrorist soilrce RegRrding the continued unrest in Israel: It is 
I took it upon myself to step in and help raise worth considering that while President Bush was 
the money to buy flags for UCF. I have amazing ·, · not elected 'but rather appointed by a Supreme 
reach with my radio show. I ·consider it my respon- Court whose members were mostly appointed by 
sibility and my duty to serve my community · Bush's ~ather, Arafat won, an electionjn -1996 with 
whether it's raising money for the Russel Home, 88.1 percent of the popular vote in~ election that 
·the USO or to put American flags in American was monitored by the international community 
classrooms on American campuses. The money and by the Carter .Center and Was personally certi- · 
came, in no time at all - a.signal that flags in UC;F fied by Jimmy Carter. 
classrooms is quite popuia:r. Fbrmer Palestinian Prime Minister Mahmoud 
After that morning on the air, the money was no Abbas was an American puppet inStalled by the 
longer "the" issue. The issue became me, the mes- .Alllericans because of the administration prejudice 
senger. The "anti-Muslim bigut," the right-wing agn.inst Arafat, engendered by years of demoniza-
whacko, the "rabble rouser." Most of these 0pinions tion by Israel and their Israel-is-always-right cho-
were lifted off the Internet from a Web site · rus in the United States. The Bush administration 
designed and, maintained by a Palestinian- has no right to marginalize Arafat, the legitimately 
.American who believes that suicide bombers are elected leader of the Palestinian people. 
"freedom fighters." Fbr the record, not only do I Degpite Israeli Priile Minister Ariel Sharon's 
have a great friendship with Imam Musri of the linking Arafat to every attack ag'Rinst Israeli civil-
Goldenrod Mosque, I have a number of .friends in ians, the State Department has periodically .report-
-~ commumty. mo happen tooo -ecl.io Congress tilllt there ts no ctear• evtctence that, 
on the oover ·of the Islamic Society of Central Arafat was behind or knew of any such attacks. 
Florida's Sept'(lmber newsletter. I know that Abbas shook hands with Sharon, visited 
American Muslims are no.different that~ They Sharon in ·his office in Jerusalem after being given 
complain about traffic, taxes and long lines. They the blue and white carpet treatment and gut noth- · 
raise families, build homes, rhop, have dinner par- ing in return; no cessation of Israeli assassina-
ties and play sports. The only thing that separates tions, no freezing of settlements, and the continued 
· us is prejudice. . · construction of a giant wall designed to steal 55 
On, the other hand, I deplore terrorism. A percent of Palestinian land and confine 
Palestinian who straps on a bOmb, disguises him- Palestinians to a giant prison. 
self as, a Jew, gets on a bus and sits as close as he The failure of the road map toward .peace in th~ · 
can to women and children before detonating his Middle East is due to Bush, not Arafat. Bush does 
explosive, is indeed a pig, an ape and a coward not have· the guts to stand up to Sharon and his 
This kind of violence can never be justified, howev- friends in the American Congress and seriously 
er there are many who seem to be just fine with it,. threaten to cut off funds to Israel unless Israel 
including many on your campus. These are the stops· the assassinations and stops crea~g facts 
people I deplore., on the ground including the continued construc-
Soon, with the help, of Rebuilding.on a tion of the Wall, continued demolition of 
Conservative Kornerstone, I will begin raising Palestinian homes, continued destruction of 
funds to take the flag project to other campuse~ Palestinian agricultural lands, continued fOad 
around Florida - perhaps the rest of our country building and continued settlements in the occupied 
!18 well. God bless America terrjtories. · · 
-SHANNON BURKE 
TA~K RADIO SHOW HOST, 540 AM WFLA 
' 
- WILLIAM JAMES MARTIN 
VISITING INSTRUCTOR, DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS · 
The Future encourages comments from readers. Leners to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include 
full me and phone number. We may edit for l~ngt!i, grammar, style and ~el. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com, 
~ubmit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-15~6. Questions? CaH 407-447-4555. 
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Bartenders .wanted. 
$300 a day potential. Looking for · 
e'xciting and outgoing people. 
Training provided. No exp. needed. 
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107. 
FEMALE MODELS WANTED: 
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to 
5'10". For lingerie photo & video portfolio 
demo's. Call 407-898-7900. 
Ask about ·free photos! 
ACTIVISTS WANTED I 
For campaigning to increase Florida's 
min. wage. Earn $250-400/wk and . 
·improve .the lives of working families ih 
Florida. Call Joey @ 407-254-5912 for 
interview. 
Florida's Newest Floating Resort is 
·Now Hiring: 
••sales and Marketing ' 
~·Public Relations 
**Reservation Sales 
Earn High Commissions 
Full/Part Time 
Fax 321-784-5658 Attn: Sharon 
Email Sharonb@oceancjubcruises.com 
$100's to $1,000's p,aid weekly stuffing 
·envelopes. Rush self-addressed 
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 622772; 
Oviedo, FL 32762. 
*$14/Hour*$14/Hou.r* 
No.w Hiring All Positions! 
Easy Work, Excellent Pay! 
www.studentworknow.homestead.-
com 
English Partner Wanted · 
Friendly Native English speaker needed 
. to improve communication skills. 
Teaching Chinese in return.or payment 
also available,flexible time. 
e-mail:czhuo@ mail.ucf.edu 
999 Lost & Found 
WAREHOUSE/EVENT LEAD . 
Quickly pull and stage advance orders 
for rapidly growing Special Event Co in 
Orlando. Exceptional organizational and 
leadership skills a plus. Must be hard 
working, hands-on professional. Clean 
driving record req. Potential for travel 
and gr,owth. Attitude more important than 
exp. If you want ta get in with a company 
- be recognized, work hard and make a '1 
.difference, don'.t wait to call. '· 1 
407-855-0229 or e-mail 
asmith@thee11entsource.net 
Valet Parking - Positi,ons starting at 
$9 - $1 2/hr are available for friendly: 
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT 
· AM/PM positions available at upscale. 
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and 
Disney areas. Call 407-841'7275. 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail. 
Pool Maintenance: We have a route and 
are willing to work with your school 
sched. Must have own truck. All training, 
equip. & chem. provided. Call ,Kelley's 
' · Pool Specialties at 
407-642-1982 for details. 
Experienced car detailer needed. PT-FT. 
Magic Suds Car Wash. Apply wit.hin . . 
7050 Aloma Ave. Winter Park. 1 
407-681-9274. 
BEAUTY PAGEANT 
Need girls 16-25 to part. No hgt, wgt, or 
performing talent. All contestants receive 
hair, make-up and modeling instr. 
Numerous prizes will be awarded. 
Marylou- 407-275-0513. 
Join the team. 
SJ?Orting Event Coordinator. Will train. 
Must be willing to travel once a month. 
Great pay & compensations. 
Call Rick at 407-831-51 42 #1. ' 
WANTED: 
Students To Take 
Online S_urveys F9r Money 
Get Paid. for Your Opinion. 
Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss 
Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125 . 
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250 
All Yi>u Need is a Computer l an Internet Connection 
, For More Info, Please Visit:' 
www.SurveysForStudents.com 
(407) 447~555 • dassifieds@UCFneWs.com 
' f 
SALES PROFES_SIONAL 
Our client list features some of the most 
progressive campaigns in the world, and 
our growth ·is averaging more than 30% 
each year. We are THE EVENT 
SOURCE, dne of the country's premier 
corporate sp'ecial events corppanies. We 
need key sales talent to' create more 
opportunities. This high-profile role will 
'est. new partnership and develop 
existing relati,onstiips through persistent 
sales skills. Cre.ativity, exceptional drive 
and a proven sales ability will offer the 
select candidate the opportunity for 
outstanding compensation. Fax your 
reply, incl. sales history, to 407-857-7666 · 
or e-mail asmith@theeventsou~ce.net 
' I 
PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES 
Composites - Informal portraits 
Student discounts available. 
(407) 884-0340 . 
http://www.portfolios.co.m/stefan. 
Build your body and you bank account. 
Local franc;hise, Two Men and a Truck is 
looking for both FT and PT team . 
members to move residential and 
commercial customers. Must be neat in 
appearance, have clean dr.iving record, 
. strong work ethic, 'and excellent 
customer service skills. We offer 
excellenf wages + tips, and bonuses. Lift 
the phone and call us today! 
407-852-0925 We are located west of 
thii, airport. at 2907 McCoy Rd, between 
Conway and Orange Ave. . 
$250 a day potential 
Bartending Training Provided. 
1-8007293-3985 ext. 602 
'• 
Meet mark. 
AVON'S NEW Sales Opportunity . 
Products created for women ages 16-24 
Order Online, Easy commission plan. 
· Call 407-654-9756 or go to 
www.avonbeautyadvisor.com. 
Great Opportunity to Help Start a Cool 
Business! Unique opportunity for 
energetic & responsible students to help 
in start-up of new store for el~ctric 
scooters & bikes. Experience in retail 
sales, busine!iS, & marketing needed. 
Part-time, primary involving Friday-
' Sunday hours. Send cover letter & 
resume attached in MS Word format to 
goelectric@cfl.rr.com. 
ENTREPRENEURS ONLYI 
Be your own boss and work your own 
hours. Sound too' g,ood? Just get the 
fac;tslll Call, me to set up an interview. 
407~366-7312. 
• Customer Service Reps P/.T. , 
No exp. necessary but always a plus. 
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type @ 
ample speed. Located near Orlando Intl. 
Airport. Flexible Schedule + gre!'lt pay. 
AM/PM positions available. Call Brandon 
. @ 407-243-6150 EXT 2118 
or e-mail, @ bbrady@gosafco.com· 
Dennis Uniforms is ljiring top notch 
friendly customer service orientated 
employees. Approx. 28-32 hrs/wk. 
Mon. - Thurs. 11 - 6 and eve!)'. other Sat. 
10 - 2. Can be split between two people. 
$7-8/hr. Fax resume 407-522-9890 or 
c~ll Rona or Kira at 407-292-0395 x 301. 
GET PAID FOR INTERNET 
RESEARCH II 
Part Time, Mornings or afternoons 
duties incl: Internet data research & 
capture. Private Office $8/hr M-F, located 
in1Winter Park. Call 407-647-9200 ' 
PITA PIT IS HEi;:!E! 
For great PT employment, please call 
· 407-380-2333 or apply within. Across 
from UCF next to Smoothie King in 
Collegiate Village. 
PIT Sales: Sell the new Mark line of, 
beauty products from Avon for 16-24 YR. 
olds. Earn commissions and college 
credit. Call Karen at 407-578-1704.or 
, e-mail Cprtnrs@cs.co.m . . 
Babysitter for a 5 YR. old girl. 
Afternoons/we~kdays. Approx 12 hrs/wk. 
flex. hrs. UCF area. Exp. pref. Edu. 
majors .a plus. Call 407-679-8716. 
Finance tutor wanted for downtown 
. Orlando area. Monday evenings. 
· Contact Anita 407-898-0941. 
Prr Doggy Daycare Position. 
Must Love Dogs. 
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus! 
***www.dogdayafternoon~net*** 
Call 407-628°3844. 
Need extra cash? 
$500 • $1500 PIT. 
Free information, 
www.everythlng2gain.com 
Childcare for a 9 mos. boy & 10 yr. old 
boy. Days/nights/time may vary. In my 
. home near UCF. Call 407-384-6641. · 
Movie, Extras/Models Needed 
No exp. req., all looks and ages. 
Earn $100-$300/day 
t -888-820-0167 xt. FL01 
Valet parking ,attendants needed for the 
Orlar)do/Winter Park area. Great pay. 
Immediate openings available. 
407-971-9131 . 
Charges listed above include a:n ad of up to five lines, 35 
characters per line. $1/wk for each additional line. 
NOW HIRING 
WRITERS .. ~ SPORTS DEPT. 
, ~RAPHIC DESIGNERS W / QUARK EXP. 
Don't wait for graduation to get a job in journalism. 
Newsroom recruiters value experience, and the FLiture provides it. 
FOr more information, CALL 407-447-4555 
. or E-~AIL: editor@UCFnews.com 
, fl ~ ' 
Awesome Brand New Home 
3 great rooms avail. Jan., near UCF, 
community pool, clubhouse, tennis,·lake. 
' $500/mo., yearly 'lease. 
Call Sherry / Todd @ 954~753-2247. 
1bd avail.,·pool, cable modem.and cable 
t.v. Located 3 mi. from UCF tt)rouglj back 
roads. $400 INCLUDES ALLI!! Contact 
Ken @ 407 -658-7904. 
SPACIOUS 
I 
TOWNHOUSES 
Mendel Villas 
2 bed/2 'bath w/garage 
Only .$650 
including washer & dryer 
I 
AVAILABLE NOW! 
Call 407-324-7773 
Walking distance to l;JCF! 
Brand New 2bd/2.5ba in Waterford 
Lakes $1200/mo., two story town house, 
gated comm., garage, sec. sys., and 
private bath in ea. room. Contact Kelly. 
@ 407-538-8227. Available e.SAP!! 
Fully 'furnished studio apt. in Waterford 
· Lakes. Quiet neigh. 4 min. from UCF. 
Comm. pool, tennis, basketball, etc. 
· $550/mo. 1st. and last. $300 dep. 
All util. incl. Call 407-758-3~39 . 
Efficiency for Rent 
Rouse Rd. near Colonial. Private 
Entrance, single farpily home, tiled, 
everything new, complete kitchenette, 
own parking, $500 ind . util. and pest 
Call 407.810-1895 leave message . . 
F. 18-27 YR. old. 3 bed/ ~ bath home. 
Oviedo area/5 mins. from UCF. 
Safe, quiet neighborhood. 
Inexpensive/negotiable ·rent. New appl. 
W/D. 2 car gar. Call 407-977-5951. 
Cheap Living!!! $415/mo. incl. util. , 
wireless Internet, cable, and W/D. Clean, 
. laid back, resp. student preferred. 
·c~11 Eric @_(4?7) 482-08.64. 
Room for. rent in 4/4 at Northgate Lake~. 
$470/mo, avail. Jan.-Aug, early move-in 
is Dec., 1 mo. FREE rentll!-Fully 
furn. and util. incl. 'NO MOVE-IN FEE!! 
Call Daniell13 @ 305-972-9025 
\ ' 
Female roommate wanted. 3 bed/ 2 bath 
home in the Union Park area with a dog. 
$ 450/mo. incl. everything. Call 
· 41,:>7-737-3714. ksmiller1 993@yahoo.com. 
Waterford Lakes, UCF, VCC Area 
1 or 2 bd in a nice house near Curry Ford 
Road and Alafaya Trail, (10 min. 
bicycling to Waterford Lakes Mall). Close 
to 4F and 408. Pool, tennis, baskettjall, 
softball,, jogging, fishing, pool table 
Call (407)760-0768, $495 util. incl. 
M/F college student wanted to live in 
Fox Hunt. Close to campus. qiean 2/2 
condo . . $400/mos. + 1/2 util. 1 
407-256-5316 . 
Looking for roommate to share 3/2 
home on Dean Rd. min. from UCF • . 
·High speed Internet, digital cable, 
W/D and util. incl. for $500/mo. Call 
407-721-3945. 
M/F to share beautiful clean 2 story 
, house w/ grad. stud. 3/bed/2.5 bath. W/D 
Private 2nd floor room. 1/2 m from UCF. 
$500 rent incl. util. cable, Internet. 
ca11 407-359-8399. 
Roomn:iates needed for·4/3 house with 
pool. $450-$500/mnth. Fully furn. Incl.' all 
util. Call Laura at 561-628-6940 . 
M/F·for 2 bed/2.5 bath' townhouse. ' 
Cambridge Cir. $475/month. AIL util. incl. 
W/D. Call 407-658-1856. 
Share furn. 2bd/2ba condo. M/F,Outside 
smoker, Senior' or Grad student. 
Swimming pool, Jacuzzi, 
basketball/tennis, on Econ Tra11. 
$450+112·util. Sandy 407-275-0968. 
Room for rent in large 4/2 house. 
0 
·"' 
$450/mo. inc. all util., high speed );) 
internet, extended cable. Close to UCF. 
HOMES FOR RENJ" 
UCF area, 3 & 4 bedroom homes for 
rent. $895 to $1295. Call 
407-629.-6330 or www.ORLrent.com 
to view our.rentals. RE/MAX 200 
Realty. 
Roommate/PT Caregiver. 4/2 hous:i. 
Room/board .& $55/wkly. Help bedtime. 
Alt. weekends. 52hr/ino. Ind. educ. 48 
YR. old male w/ narrow n:iuscular cond. 
Serious iaq. only. Ref. N/S. N/D. Quiet. 
Sanford area. 407-323-7508. 
East Orlando - Waterfront and New 
Homes! 4/2, 2-ca·r gar., LR, 'DR, FR, eat-
. in kitchen, every upgrade and most 
o~tions. All appl. incl! $1290-13'90/mo. 
Very Nice! 407-833-0063. 
Casselberry/Redbug 212.5, 2 story furn. 
twnhs. Ser. patio. Pool. Inc. lawn serv. 
Short-long lease.' $11 95/rho. 
407-365-2354. 
Room for r~~t. Util. incl. $335/mo. incl. 
kitchen, laundry, phone and Internet 
w/broadband tq share. N/S please. 
Cal\Uda at 4b7-9~3-91 86. 
Winter Spg. area. Mins. from UCF/ 
downtown. 4/3 bui lt 2002.' 2375 sq. ft . Fr, 
place, wd/flrs, scr. porch, 2 car/garage, 
gated. Rent incl. lawn. $1 750/mo. 
Call 'Courtney 407-493-8329. 
Male Grad Student seeks 2 M/F 
for 4/2 house close to UCF. 
Nice area, large lot, new flooring,' 
hot tub, W/D, lawn care, water (cap), 
pt:ione, cable, high-speed Internet, 
and storage, $415/mo. 
Call Brett: 321-230-0658. 
UCF/OVIEDO - A professional couple, 
42127 wanting to shar.e 7 rooms, 3 
beprooms, 2 bath. Our home is 5 yrs. old 
· ' & less than 1 · mile from UCF. The rent 
INCL. ALL UTILS. Other amenities incl. 
pool, gym, tennis courts, & b-ball courts~ 
Must see to appreciate. Roommate must 
be friendly, honest, caring; clean, 
respectful & open minded. You will have 
total privacy· and free digital cable & 
digiial modem. Great place for ttie 
serious student or professional. 
$500/mo. $150 dep. Call 407-920-8255. 
M/F needed for sublease close to 
UCF. $399/mo. all utll. Incl. No 
deposit. Cable/Internet, free TVNCR, 
and UCF Shuttle. Avail. NOW! 
Call 4b7-538-4128. 
j 
Minutes from UCF. Madison Pk. 
subdivision off of McCulougt) .. Great 
4/2.5 house. Lg. screen TV. Fam/Liv 
room. Eat in kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner. 
$425/mo. + uti,I. Call 407-971-2428. 
Brand new 4/2.5 tiouse. Fully furn. · 
$387.50 + util./mo. East Colonial area. 
Call Drew 954-608-0615. ' 
M/F ROOMMATE WANTED IN 3/2 
HOME IN OVIEDO. 
$450/MO. INCL. EVERYTHING. 
CALL STEFF @ 407-971-924?. 
N/S wanted .tor furn., super clean 3/2 
house. $350/mo +util. Call 407-695-5648 
or 321-299-33\)l 
Dean & University area. 
Call 407-678-4322. 
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3 ~ 
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo. 
Utilities, Internet, ·& cable included. 
Call Angie 407-366-4035. or, 
954-494-8659. ,, ~ 
M/F roommate wanted. 'Nice, quiet 
lakeside 211 apt in Hea!her Glen. 
350/mo. + util. W/D, prem. cable, high 
speed DSL, and unfurn. • 
Call 407-927-2111 .. 
f1oom in Village of Alafaya 
'4/4, $479/mo. and $300 dep., fully furn., 
util. incl., and great roommates! Call 
Jennifer 850-637-4635 or 
BWayBabyJenn@hotmail.com 
2 F N/S rooms in U.House for 
Spring/Summer 04'. $451 w/priy. bath 
and $428. Incl. util., cable, 3 HBO's, and 
ethernet. Move-in after fall classes.· 
Amanda 407--38,1-5587 leave m'essage. 
M needed for loft style, 2-story 4/4 for 
$565/mo at Jefferson Lofts. Brand new 
community, fully furn ., resort style pool 
and Jacuzzi, fitness center, comp. · 
center, game room, W/D, and reserved 
parking. Admin. fee of $245 waivep!!I 
Contact Sean ASAP at 407-925-2033. 
F wanted to !?.ublease in 3/3 at Pegasus 
Landing. Furn., ethernet, W/D, and·a11 
util. incl. Avail. .Dec. $500/mo. 
Call 727-809-3862. 
• Central Florida Future • September 18, 2003 
Rooms for rent. 1 mile from UCF 
. ·campus. W/D . Fully furnished. 
$479/mo. Jncl. util. First month free. 
Call Emily 407-484-1525. 
Village at Alafaya Apartment ior Lease. 
1st mo. free, util. incl., fully furn., big bd, 
indiv. bath, 1 mi. from UCF. $479/mo. 
Qall Holly @ 407-928-1684 or e-mail 
holly10326@cs.com. 
M/F for a 1/1 in a 2/2 .apt. at Pegasus 
Pointe. All otil. incl. Internet. Cable. Furn. 
W/D. Alarm system. No move-in fees. 
$505/mo. nictta@hotmail.com. 
'407-926-4696. 
1 bd/1 ba in 3bd/3ba apartment at Village 
at Sciencepr. New carpet, yery clean, 
util. incl., and lorn. Avail. ASAP!!! 
Call Keila@ 407-313-0205 or 
727-808-6867' ' 
~ . . 
.-, Spring I Summer Sublease. . 
4/4 apt. Pegasus Lal')ding. Furn. W/D. 
Utilities incl. $500/mo. 
Shuttle to campus. 
Call Samantha 407-362-2627 
I DINING ROOM SET 
New, complete with table, chairs, lit 
hutch and buffet, $795. 
. 407-383-0585. 
Beige sofa. G~od condition. 
Call 407-230-2784. 
Best Webs Online 
www.jrfigueroa.biz 
books, travel, ·movies, [llOre ... 
www.compelectro.com 
' ~ ·-' 
Mp3, Music,'Computers, Supplies, More ... 
-Computer Monitors ~ Name Brai:ids; 
. refurbished, 15" -$25, 17"-$45, ; 
19"-$65. Color printers, $25. Accessories 
avail. 30 day warranty. 407-221-8240.' 
www.davesbargainoutlet.com 
Bedroom Furniture 
Dresser w/ mirror,Chest of Drawers, 
Nightstand and Clothesrack 
All real wood w/ glass tops -- $300 
msalazar@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu for pie. 
BEDROOM SET 
6 pieces, new in boxes, $450. 
407-275-0612. 
Buy, sell, trade. Anything and everything. 
Limited offer. Sell anything $2 for full 
month ad. Save yourself some money at 
XYZTrader.com. ' 
BRAND NEW GAS SCOOTERS • 
!iJ From $765. Great gas mileage. lup 
to 85 MPG! No motorcycle DL 
required. 15% off to all UCF students 
with valid IDs. 
407. 765.307~ scootersGenie.com. 
BED - Queen Pillow-top set. New, in 
plastic, sacrifice $1.45, can deliver. 
407-383-0585. 
Kegerator $300. 
Twin size futon w/frame $75. 
Full size futon mattress $50. 
' Call Bill at 407-482-3642. 
Excellent income potential! 
Auto mobile d!ltail trailers. Enclosed, full-
equipped, well-designed. Can also be 
used for pressure washing. Great buy! 
Leave msg. at 407-496-8617, 
BED 
Full size mattress set, new, w/warranty, 
$95. 407-275-0935. 
'86 Toyota Tercel SR5, Must sell! K & 
N alrfilter, A/C, 2 & 4 wheel dr. 
Appraised at $1900. Need cash. No 
serious offer refused. Come see! Call 
407•362-4422 or 305-992-1377. · 
98 Ford Mustang 
Red, 91 k mi., clean, non-SIT)Oking, 
private owner. $4,995 neg. 
Call 407-977-8539. 
II DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES I! · 
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import 
and domestic owners! Need quality auto 
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay, 
call THE AUTO GENERAL, 
.407-399-7511, ASE certified" and 1beats 
most indepemdent shop rates! 
1995 Blue Fora Contour. 
115k hwy miles. Garage kept. V-6. A/C. 
Blue-grey/fabric inter. 
Price negot iable. 
Leave msg. at 407-763-51 ~5 
I~ 
Tennis Racket Stringing ~10 
Bobby Walker 15-205 Pegasus Landing 
Call 407-362-371 8 
Drowning In Debt? 
Local nonprofit agency can he lp stol'.1 
collection calls, lower interest rates, 
reduce monthly paym~nts· by up to soc;.; 
consolidate debts into one payment. 
FREE. CONFIDENTIAL, NON-
JUDGEMENTAL counseling. In person 
or by telephone. Hablamos Espanol. 
407-599-0057 ext.203 
Tutoring Available 
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools, 
and many other classes available. 
$20 per session or a full tenn rate. 
Call Harel (407) 362-2726. 
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free. 
Visit the official webs ite for spring 
break '04. The best deals to.the 
hottest destinations. Group 
discounts for 6+ l 
www.sprlngbreakdlscounts.com or 
800-838-8202. 
·· versatile Writer-Editor* 
Reasonable rates, 
by the.job or by the hour. 
Reports? Resumes? Letters? 
Whatever! I can help you 
make f;I winning impression. 
407-327-1539 
407-325-5781 (cell) 
judeklin@bellso~th.net 
Member UCF Alumnrssociation• 
' I• 
1m SERVICES 
great sl<i n is in. MARY KAY® 
From head to toe, get soft, glowing, look-at-: 
,me skin'. ·velocity® skin care is the quick, ~asy 
way to a beautiful ·complexion. And Velocity® 
body care helps .rev you up; Perfect for your . 
busy, qn-the~go life. Call or email me to try 
Velocity® skin care and color products Free 
today! Great for men too! 
In the Summer Sweepstakes.· . 
Enter online on my Web Site or call ~e 
CALL ME if you don't see 'Thank You' confirmation page 
after entering. No purchase necessary. Must be 
18 years of. aqe, or older. ©2003 Mary Kay' Inc. 
' J~NNIFER HASSAN! 
:-- .. · INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTAN,T -1 , 
Shop 24/7 at www.marykay.com/jhassani 
407.281.9918 jhass~ni@marykay.com 
Mention this ad. for a 15% discount off your 1st order 
CUSTOM TEE SHIRTS 
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE . 
Clubs, groups, organizations', 
departments and .businesses. 
For your quote today call Victoria 
Kerensky at 407.31p.0822. 
"""RESUMES*** 
$49.9'5 student special. 
FREE cover letter included. 
Call 407-268-4734 or e-mail: 
resumeservices@cfl.rr.com 
GetMedsFast.com - Order Your 
Medications Online & Shipped 
"OVERNIGHT" to Your Dorm room. *No 
Waiting Rooms. "No Embarrassment. 
PHENTERMINE, VIAGRA, PROPECIA, 
SOMA, PROZAC. GetMedsFast.com 
DO SOME PEOPLE Annoy You? Don't 
Get Mad. Get First Class Revenge. 
Humorous revenge letters 
Free· Falun Gong,Classes· at UCF. 
Five gentle and easy to learn exercises. 
Relieve stress, improve health, and 
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every day on grass 
near reflecting pond. Call 407-415-8384 
or visit www.falunorlando.org. 
Fraternities-Sororities 
Clubs-Student Groups 
Earn $1,000-$2,000 'this semester 
with a proven CampusFundraiser 3 -
hr. fundraising event. Our free 
programs make fundraislng easy w/ 
no risks. Fundraising dates are filling 
quickly, so get w/ the progranil It 
works. Contact CampusFundralser @ 
(888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundralser.com 
. UCF BUTQKUKAN · 
Art, Sport & Self-Defens~ 
1. let you Pl!Sh their buttons back. 
, www.FirstClassRevenge.com 
Coed beginners classes now forming, no 
experience necessary! M 7-9, W 8:30-10, 
in the Ed. Bldg's Secondary Gym, Rm 
174. Call 362-2492 for info or 
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams/ , 
' 
1 
' 
I 
. l\!EED A LAWVER? · 
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service 
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI, 
Personal Injury, Wrongful ,Death, 
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law, 
Corporate, Immigration, 
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate, 
All Civil & Criminal Matters. 
11-800-733-5342. 
. I 
ACADEMIC TUTORING 
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT, 
GRE, etc. In home services avail. Call Dr. 
Greer @ 407-366-2650 or e-mail 
lbgtutq: @yahoo.com. 
Advanced Fitness Science. 
Nutritional supplement based on Nobel 
Prize research. Increased stamina, 
perfonnance, & recovery experienced. 
For info. or free samples. 407-247-5184. 
· Laundry and housekeeping. 
Pick-up & delivery. Good rates. 
Call 407-489-2249 or 407-382-5898. 
Mens $15 Special!!! 
Highlights for short-hair (w/ad) 
Barber avaii. @$9.95 cuts/fades 
Joy Hair & All. 407-671-8884 
10012 Univ. Dr. Behind Circle K. 
5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell 
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, & 
Tuwnpump Saloon. Commission & tips 
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. -
2 a.m. Must be outgoing, have a great 
smile, and energetic! Roses by Renee 
407-681 -3612 or 407-701 -7432. 
For Sale Classifieds can help1you 
get rid of ·old stuff. Your junk' · 
may be someone else's treasure. 
Call 407-447-4555 for new 
ad placement today! 
ACROSS 
1 Med. care plan 
4 "The Screens" 
dramatist 
9 Christmas tune 
14 McKellen of "Ttre· 
Lord of the 
Rings" 
15 Pontificate 
16 Maytag rival 
17 Pains in the 
neck 
19.Chew noisily 
20 One fisherman 
21 Protection from 
the elements 
23 Nerve gaps 
25 ,Breakfasted 
26 Hilarious fellow 
27 Center, in hoops 
32 Spoils 
34 Ray of."Battle 
Cry" 
35 Teamster's rig 
36 Large vase 
37 Cassava dish 
40 ·CIO ' 
41 Aries or Taurus 
43 Marshes 
44 Trees for dates 
46 Composition 
writer 
48 Chap 
49 Egt.-Syr., once , 
50 Wiseacres 
54 Certain 
executioners 
58 Magazine piece 
59 Ho's hello 
60 Champagne 
62 g1a~~~dar page 1 
63 Road worker 
64 Way in: abbr. 
65 I'm outta here! 
66 Garbo or Borg 
67 The way; in 
China 
· DOWN 
1 Small 
suggestions 
2 Base-stealer 
Wills 
· 3 Fries alternative 
4 Gridiron upright 
5 Hemingway or 
Borg nine 
6 Mother-of-pearl 
17 
20 
7 Seine summer 
8 Hardy lass 
9 Regained 
consciousness 
10 Charms 
11 Talk wildly 
12 A single time 
13 Bolger and 
Haley's co-star 
18 Killed, as a 
dragon 
22 Hurricane's 
aftermath 
24 EMS' devices 
28 Nuptial vows 
29 Gigolo's date? 
30 Like radios 
31 Guitarist 
Lofgren 
32 Misleading 
device 
33 "Battle Cry" 
author• 
34 Tarzan's friends 
38 Ignited 
39 Openihg 
42 Childisnly 
disobedient 
Looking for 18 and over performance 
and dance competition team members. 
Great college discounts! 
Registration held at Dance N' Beyond. 
407-977-9433. 
SPIRITUALITY 101 
Final Exam $25,000 
Open Book Contest on Papers 141-.187 
of The Uraritia Book. For details please 
visit www.eventodaward.com. 
SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel w/ STS, 
America's lt1 Student Tour Operator 
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, 
FL. Hiring campus reps. Call for discount 
1-800-648-4849 or www.stst ravel.cqm. 
Honeymoon Specialists .: Local Travel 
. Agency with 15 years experience in 
Honeymoon plannl.ng. Great deals 
and ideas for every budget. 
Call 407-679-6655. 
Spring Ell'eak '04 with StudentCity.com 
and Maxim Magazine. Get hooked up 
with free trips, cash, and VIP status as a 
campus rep. Choose from 15 of the 
hottest destinations. Book early for free 
meals, free drinks and 150% lowest price 
guarantee. To reserve online or view our 
photo· gallery, visit www.studentcity.com 
or c;all 1-8.88-Spring Break. 
Call the Central Florida Future for 
classified ad placement! 
407-447-4555 
10 1l 12 13 
64 
67 1 
09/18118 
Sponsored by 
AFFORDABLE 
LIFE & HEALTH 
INSURANCE 
Specializing in, Families & Individuals 
Jeff Ratz, Licensed Insurance Agent 
Mid-West National Life Insurance Co.of TN 
407-443-4197 
ratzm@bellsouth.net , 
MWIFL004 1 - this ad expires on or beforo 1114/04 
45 Bit of tomfoolery 
47 Motorcycle 
maker 
48 Dressed 
51 "Tara Road" 
writer Binchy 
52 "Maria " 
53 Altercation 
54 Bad actors 
55 Lotion ingredient 
56 "But answer 
came there _ 
57 Small drinks 
61 Crow cry 
Episcopal Young Adul.t Ministry 
St. Matthews on Dean Rd. 
Young Adult Group Thurs. 7:30 p.m. 
Dave Moye 407-341-5356 or 
407-657-9199. 
New Covenant on Tuskawilla Rd. 
Sheryl Shaw ~07-699-0202 
FLOrawk:com meetings at Stardust 
·'coffee and Video. Sundays at 3:30 p.m. 
Support Local Music! 
Spring Break - sign up with Student 
Express and get FREE round trip airline 
tickets to over 15 international 
destinations - including Aruba, 
Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, 
Caribbean hot spots and more. 
Why go with anyone else. Limited offer -
call now. Commission rep positions also 
available now! 1-800-787-3787. 
www.studentexpress.com 
Male seeks Female 
38 yr. old great catch seeks a woman " 
who is more interest~d in pursuing the -
joys of life than adding to the population. 
, Call 321-363-7298. 
A13 
Established rock band. BassisWocalist 
to complete 4 piece. M/F 18-28 yrs old. 
Rehearsal space provided ,with show 
schedule. Contact Darren 321'-438-8511. 
Make your classified stand out by 
making a BOLD statement! Ask us 
how when placing your classifieds. 
407-447-4555. Place your ad in our 
widely v iewed classified section 
today at extremely affordable pricing. 
Attend UCF? Ask about our special 
dlscol!nt student ratel 
FREE 
Professional 
car wash wilh 
' I 
/ 
. Di.I Change! 
'Just off the corner of 
Universlfy arid Goldenrod. 
~:::4 i::triversit:y E\l vd 
~ i ~ ~ ':;j ·a East COknial Drive ~ 
We are the jiffy Lube Fra_nchise of the Year/ . 
• ----\ -----------------I--- -~ --·-- --.. 
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Jiffy lube signature oil change 
• Chc;i.nge oil with 
Pennzoil (up ~o 5 quarts 
• Install new oil filter 
• Check air filter . 
• Check wiper blades . 
• Vacuum interior floors 
• Wash exterior 
windows 
• Check brake 
fluid level 
• Lubricate chassis 
as required 
• 1Check & fill transmis~ 
sion I transaxel fluid 
• Check1& fill 
differential fluid 
• Check & fill power 
steering fluid 
. • Check & fill windshield 
washer fluid 
• Check & fill battery 
as required 
_ • Inflate tires to 
proper pressure . Free Fluid Refills 
Bet ween Services! 
Not valid with any other offer. Cash va1ua 1/100th of a cent. Coupon must be pres011ted 
at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles. 
~----------------------·---------/ ' 
7583 UniVersity Blvd. 
Winter Park · 
'Wi:-- GAINED WEIGHT 
We've added over F50,000 brand new scholarships 
and revamped our .entire site to give you 
, more accurate search results! 
, '• I 
'. 
Check Out UCF Future·~ Sch·o1arship 
Channel at: , 
' 
' 
www.ucfnews.com/scholarships 
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Game time @ 12p~ . · 
' 
Petition pick-ups: Sept. 8 - Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm 
Declaration of Candidacy: Sept. 15' - Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm · 
. Senate Election: Sept. 29 - Oct." 1 9:00am·- 5:00pm 
\ Run-off Elections: Oct. 6 - Oct. 8 9:00am - 5:00pm 
